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Motivation

Electronic circuits are nowadays an integral part of our everyday life. Their appli-
cations range from strategic industry sectors (automotive, robotics, telecommunica-
tions, etc.) to home-entertainment. The reason for this unavoidable success lies in
the exponential rate of improvement in speed, reliability, integration level and power
consumption that semiconductor industry was able to maintain in the last decades.

A major role was played in this sense by CMOS technology, that superseded in the
early 80’s the then dominant bipolar technology. Since then a tremendous pace of tech-
nological progress was achieved mainly by an aggressive geometrical scaling of semi-
conductor devices feature sizes. During the 80’s and part of the 90’s (micro-electronic
era) this type of scaling showed no evident side effects but now, with transistor charac-
teristic lengths entering the nanometer regime, the major merits of CMOS technology
are threatened by the increasing importance of effects that before could have been
considered as secondary. In particular one of the most prominent issues regards power
consumption in integrated circuits.

In fact, one of the main reasons CMOS technology was adopted as a standard by
semiconductor industry was the reduced power consumption required by CMOS cir-
cuits if compared to similar ones based on bipolar technology. This was true especially
for digital circuits, as CMOS-logic drew almost no power for a steady-state polariza-
tion. Unfortunately, with industry approaching the theoretical limits of CMOS scaling,
the trend associating new technology generations with a reduced power consumption
has been reversed. Pure geometrical scaling will not be sustainable anymore, and a
candidate technology to substitute CMOS will become necessary in the next decade if
the current rate of development is to be maintained.

Whether industry will take the path of migrating functionalities from the system
board level to a single System-in-Package (SiP), or it will choose to employ new struc-
tures and materials to improve performances of System-on-Chips (SoC), it is foreseen
that an accurate electro-thermal analysis will be a key factor to a reliable and cost-
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effective design. Computer aided design (CAD) tools are therefore asked to precede
these innovations and provide dependable means to simulate coupled electro-thermal
effects.

The development of a robust algorithm for this purpose requires a high degree
of integration inside usual industrial design flows to be effectively usable, and the
possibility to account for 2D/3D heat diffusion to properly describe thermal effects
at the system level. In particular it should allow an efficient handling of the space-
time multiscale effects associated with the problem at hand. Hence, a new strategy
to automatically perform system level electro-thermal simulations inside an industrial
design flow is presented in this thesis.

In the proposed approach the electrical behavior of possibly each circuit element
is modeled by standard compact models with an added temperature node. Mutual
heating is then accounted for by a 2D or 3D diffusion-reaction partial differential
equation (PDE), which is coupled to the electrical network by enforcing instantaneous
energy conservation. To cope with the multi-scale nature of heat diffusion in VLSI
circuit a suitable spatial discretization scheme is adopted which allows for efficient
meshing of large domains with details at a much smaller scale. Numerical results on
both academic and realistic test cases are included as a validation of the model and of
the numerical method. The thesis is organized as follows:

Part I: The major technological challenges expected in the design of new generation
ICs are introduced. Particular relevance is given to issues concerning power
consumption and heat dissipation. The requirements posed by these issues to
CAD tools are then drawn, and the shortcomings of current state-of-the-art ap-
proaches are briefly investigated. To overcome these problems a new procedure
is proposed. The underlying mathematical model fits the structure of standard
modified nodal analysis, and is therefore feasible to be employed inside an in-
dustrial design flow without any major modification. In particular, a procedure
to automatically extract a thermal element (accounting for heat-diffusion at the
system level) from available layout or package information is given.

Part II: Theoretical considerations about the mathematical model established in Part I
are presented. More specifically, the thermal element is investigated when driven
by external independent sources, fixing either the Joule power dissipated in a
physical region of the chip or the corresponding average temperature. Results
concerning existence and uniqueness of the solution are derived for both steady-
state and transient case. Finally the well posedness of the whole coupled system
is provided.

Part III: The numerical approximation of the model introduced in Part I and ana-
lyzed in Part II is addressed. To cope with spatial multi-scale issues a finite
element method employing non-nested unstructured grids is presented. A thor-
ough discussion concerning its setting and applications is held and numerical
examples are provided to support theoretical statements. Then the complete
space-time discretization and solution procedure of the coupled electro-thermal
system is taken into account. The structure commonly adopted in most of the
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industrial circuit simulators is sketched and the concept of elemental stamp is
introduced. Finally a complete characterization of the thermal element stamp
is given. Means to improve efficiency in an actual industrial implementation are
briefly addressed during the chapter.

Part IV: The method proposed in the thesis is tested on two numerical examples.
The first one is a simple CMOS-inverter circuit. Particular attention is given
in this case to the reduced number of unknowns stemming from the adopted
space discretization method and to the natural way in which mutual heating is
taken into account by the thermal element. The second example is provided by a
n-channel power MOS-FET whose electrical behavior is modeled by a distributed
lumped-element approach. In this case the possibility to deploy a fine mesh (as-
sociated with a thermally active area) at different positions in the die is stressed.
This feature may be of practical relevance if an industrial implementation of the
method is to be performed. The code used to compute these two examples is
released under the GNU-GPL (version 2) license and distributed as part of the
CoMSON DP environment.

Part V: The basic notions of graph theory (Appendix A), differential-algebraic equa-
tions (Appendix B) and partial differential equations (Appendix C) necessary to
the understanding of the thesis are here gathered as appendix chapters. Though
the subjects are presented in a very schematic form, many references to advanced
textbooks or research articles are provided to the reader interested in a deeper
treatment of these topics. Moreover in Appendix D a novel extension of the
patched finite element method that permits to resolve internal and boundary
layers in singularly perturbed diffusion reaction PDEs is given.

Part VI: Finally, the summary and the bibliography can be found in Part VI together
with the list of figures and tables, and the alphabetical index.
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1
State of the art in electro-thermal simulation

The purpose of Chapter 1 is to introduce the reader to the field of electro-thermal
(ET) simulation and sketch its state of the art, providing thus a clear starting point
for the research that will be developed next in the thesis.

Strong motivations toward the necessity of a coupled treatment of electrical and
thermal effects during the design phase of new generation integrated circuits (ICs) are
given in Section 1.1, where major technological challenges are briefly discussed. As
numerical simulation of suitable mathematical models is the usual way through which
these effects are accounted for in an industrial design environment, in Section 1.2 a list
of requirements is derived for a generic Computer Aided Design (CAD) tool aiming
at the description of IC electro-thermal behavior. To outline the state of the art in
this field a broad review of literature is proposed and categorized on the basis of the
adopted models and solution techniques. A discussion concerning the setting of the
method developed in this thesis concludes the chapter.

1.1 Challenges in electro-thermal engineering of ICs

Since its birth semiconductor industry has been characterized by the rapid rate of
development in its products. For more than four decades improvements in speed,
reliability, integration level, compactness and power consumption proceeded uninter-
rupted. The major part of these achievements is principally due to the exponential
decrease in the minimum feature sizes used to fabricate integrated circuits. The most
cited fact to establish this trend regards integration level, and is usually stated as
Moore’s law [46, 70,84]:

“ The number of components per chip doubles roughly every 24 months”.

In the last few technology generations of Complementary Metal-Oxide-Silicon (CMOS)
ICs this miniaturization was pursued via an aggressive geometrical scaling : horizon-
tal and vertical feature sizes of the devices were systematically shrunken to improve
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1 State of the art in electro-thermal simulation

integration density and thus circuit performance [24]. With industry beginning to
approach the theoretical limits of CMOS scaling, this rapid pace of improvements is
now threatened and it is forecasted in the 2007 edition of the International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [57] that by the end of the next decade it will
be necessary to go beyond CMOS technology as it is now.

As circuit performance does not scale only with Moore’s law, but depends also on
many other design and technology choices, post-CMOS technologies may thus involve
not only new devices, but also new manufacturing and design archetypes. On the
one hand the path of a greater integration of System-on-Chip (SoC) will be pursued
supporting geometrical scaling with the new concept of equivalent scaling which in-
volves 3D design improvements, new materials usage and the employment of novel
structures to enhance the performances on chip. On the other hand there will be
an increasing importance of the migration from the system board level into a single
System-in-Package (SiP) of all the non-digital functionalities that do not scale with
Moore’s law (functional diversification). The common denominator of all these new
approaches is that they require innovations in cross disciplinary fields. In particular
for both SoC and SiP applications an accurate electro-thermal analysis will be a key
factor to a reliable and cost-effective design [92].

In fact, with transistors entering the nanometer regime, the growth-rate of power
dissipation is witnessing an enormous boost due to a substantial increase of effects
that before could have been considered as secondary. Peculiarities of these effects are:

1. a strong coupling between temperature and current,

2. the broad space-scale range in which they occur.

Because of these characteristics electro-thermal phenomena may have negative impact
at the device, chip and package level. Design processes must therefore take them into
account in their very early stages to ensure reliability and performance of the produced
circuit. This omni-comprehensive approach towards the understanding of coupled ET
issues was named ”Electro-Thermal Engineering“ in [6]. Its scope is briefly shown in
Figure 1.1, where thermal effects are divided into categories depending on the space-
time scale in which they happen. In the following a short description is given based
on a paper by Banerjee [6].

Micro-scale Micro-scale effects concern a space-time range of 10nm-10µm / 0.1ns-
10µs and are mainly associated with the technology processes used to fabricate Silicon
chips. As already stated, to maintain the historical trends of performance increase [88],
the major integration of SoC requires the introduction of new materials and new design
structures to reduce undesired short channel effects or leakage currents and achieve de-
sign objectives such as the increase of drain saturation current at lower supply voltage.
Among these innovative designs Strained-Silicon devices, as well as Ultra-Thin-Body
Silicon-On-Insulator (UTB-SOI) or multiple gates structures are found. However the
use of SiGe graded layer in Strained-Silicon devices or of buried oxide in SOI type
structures increases the thermal resistance due to the poor thermal conductivity of
these materials while confined geometries further exacerbate thermal issues, due to
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Full chip power dissipation and
temperature profile estimation

Dissipated power

Layout geometry

Packaging

Accurate chip-level power and temperature profile
Scaling analysis and power roadmap estimation

Thermal analysis for emerging non-classical device structures

Circuit level

Technology node
Leakage mechanism
Reliability

Device level

Timing
Placement / Routing
Buffer insertion

System level

Packaging solutions
System dissipation
System performance

Figure (1.1): Schematic overview of electro-thermal engineering broad scope. Geomet-
rical information on the layout and package as well as information on the
dissipated power are used to simulate thermal effects at the micro-scale
(device and circuit level) and at the macro-scale (system level) in order
to obtain a thermally-aware design of ICs.

the presence of multiple insulating interfaces. The poor thermal properties of these
structures result in a major rise in temperature and therefore in lower drive current
and higher leakage current than predicted from a purely electrical analysis.

Another technological solution to improve transistor density that is currently being
explored by semiconductor industry is the 3D integration of ICs. Here the aim is
twofold: a reduced delay is achieved due to the shorter vertical interconnection paths,
while the integration of different substrates and technologies is still allowed. A key-
barrier becomes in this case the thermal management of internal active layers that
suffer from poor thermal dissipation capabilities [2, 7].

Macro-scale Macro-scale effects concern a much bigger space-time scale than micro-
scale ones. We can therefore roughly state that while micro-scale effects regard mainly
the SoC level, macro-scale ones affect instead the SiP level. A major electrical problem
that has to be solved at this scale is the increasing global delay in signal propagation.
As a matter of fact, while delay of interconnects is expected to locally decrease with
technology scaling, on a global level increased latency is experienced. To keep this
problem under control buffers are used to drive signal faster through the various stages
of the system. However they contribute significantly to the total power dissipation,
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and this is becoming a major issue for high-performance ICs. In fact an higher power
dissipation causes an increase in the temperature of the devices, which further increases
subthreshold leakage currents, going into a feedback that used to be more or less
insignificant for earlier generation ICs while it is not in last generation ones.

Another problem is due to extremely high peak temperatures and temperature gradi-
ents (hot-spots). These effects appear mainly at the active surface of the chip, and can
significantly increase interconnect resistance, which would in turn increase the delay in
the interconnect line. In this case an appropriate treatment of the problem is required
not to split electrical specifications at the circuit level from thermal specifications at
the package level during the design phase.

1.2 State of the art in electro-thermal simulation

Technology modeling and simulation is one of the few methodologies enabling the
reduction of development cycle times and costs in industry. As semiconductor fabrica-
tion moves toward a major technological innovation, CAD tools have to follow quickly
these changes and continue to provide a strong support to the design flow. To achieve
this result it is necessary to raise the level of abstraction of simulation softwares [83]
allowing:

1. simultaneous treatment of phenomena that were considered separately before,

2. an efficient handling of space-time multiscale effects.

Focusing on the management of ET effects in electronic circuits, this means that ther-
mal components (chip, package or board) should be designed together with the circuit
schematic. Due to this necessity any simulation algorithm in the field is asked for some
requirements [58] that concern either the integration in an industrial environment or
the numerical methods used to simulate ET processes. On the former side an auto-
matic assembly (and simulation) of the coupled ET system from available design data
and the possibility to embed easily the algorithm in an optimization loop are surely
the most requested features. On the latter side there is a growing need to adopt a
2D or even 3D description of possibly non-linear heat-diffusion processes in SoCs or
SiPs: in this case an efficient treatment of the computational mesh is necessary. To
the knowledge of the author none of the methods already proposed in literature meet
all these requirements at one time.

In the following a broad review of the current state of the art in ET simulation
is provided. While a detailed description of every method is out of the scope, the
distinctive features of each one are presented and a large number of bibliographical
references are given to the interested reader. To simplify the presentation different
approaches are categorized according to their treatment of the thermal part in the
overall model.

Separate Chip/Package thermal analysis A widespread means to tackle multiphysics
issues in ICs is the so-called V-cycle design methodology, based on the iteration upon
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implementation and verification paths. In the simplest case, where only electrical and
thermal effects are of concern, this procedure requires:

1. the design of an IC,

2. the simulation of the electrical behavior of the IC, for a given set of guessed
device temperatures,

3. the 3D thermal simulation of the Chip or Package, where power densities used
as generation terms are computed from previous step results,

4. the verification of design specifications through a second simulation of the elec-
trical behavior, where device temperatures are extracted from previous thermal
simulation,

5. the iteration, if verification fails, of the entire procedure.

In this case the coupling is not based upon physical considerations, as two distinct
mathematical models are used for the electrical and thermal part and the connection
between the two is frequently based on empirical or statistical speculations.

Since electrical simulation of ICs is a quite established subject, scientific literature
focuses in this case on improving the efficiency of the thermal solver. In fact this is
usually the bottleneck of the entire procedure because of the high computational cost
associated with the linearization and discretization of the non-linear partial differential
equations (PDEs) used to model heat-diffusion. In [97, 98], for instance, a particular
time-stepping technique (Alternate Direction Implicit or ADI) is adopted, that allows
for the solution of a sequence of three 1D problems instead of a full 3D one, providing
thus an enormous speed-up in the simulation time. The application of this procedure
is anyhow restricted to structured mesh and therefore the capabilities to treat unusual
geometries are limited. Other proposed strategies involve the employment of multi-grid
techniques [65] or space-time adaption [104].

There is however an inherent defect in the V-cycle design methodology given by
the lack of consistency between electrical and thermal computed data. This was not a
major issue with previous generation ICs, where currents exhibit a weak dependence
on temperature, but it is becoming a problem nowadays.

Electro-thermal analysis via relaxation method Relaxation methods constitute a
possible way to solve the lack of consistency that is the main problem of V-cycle design
methodology, while maintaining its peculiarities. In this case a unique mathematical
model includes both electrical and thermal effects: the coupling between the two
parts is therefore more likely to be based on physical considerations rather than on
empirical assumptions. Anyhow the solution of the coupled system is obtained with
a relaxation process that still permits to employ two different and specialized tools
to cope with the electrical and thermal part. These tools communicate with each
other through an appropriate interface [4, 14] and often constitute the kernel of a
time-stepping algorithm.
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Even though this approach is proven to be the best compromise between accuracy
and simulation time for mildly non-linear system, it is widely known that it could
cause a deterioration in performance [100] or even failures in converge when applied to
systems where currents exhibit a strongly non-linear dependence on temperatures [90].

Electro-thermal analysis via analytical models of Chip/Package Analytical mod-
els of Chip/Package aim at a high performance gain paying the price of an over-
simplification of the underlying physical problem. They are therefore often tailored
to some specific case constituting an optimal ad-hoc solution without any flexibility
presumption. For example, in [17] a particular solution for the thermal response of
power semiconductors at short power pulses is obtained under the assumption of infi-
nite die surface and negligible removal of heat by convection and radiation. In [67,105]
analytical solutions are obtained to describe 1D heat flow in SOI structures and 2D
heat loss to the substrate for steady state and fast operating conditions. An attempt
to extend the reduced flexibility of analytical approaches providing a semi-analytical,
semi-numerical method was presented in [64].

Electro-thermal analysis via RC-network fitting Another way to model thermal re-
sponse of the Chip/Package is through the fitting of an RC-network with given topol-
ogy. In this case the RC-network is not required to have any physical interpretation
with respect to heat-diffusion processes: it suffices to model the device temperatures
dynamical behavior with the required accuracy. The method can thus be interpreted
as a black-box system identification method. While giving the possibility to exploit
purely electrical solvers (and therefore established mathematical techniques) to simu-
late a coupled ET system, procedures of that kind introduce a major effort lying in the
correct identification of the RC-network parameters (usually involving computation-
ally expensive 3D thermal simulations or even experimental measurements). Examples
of the use of RC-network fitting for IC design are in [89], where thermal effects are
combined with mixed analog-digital simulation, and in [5], where the approach is used
to model by measurements the thermal characterization of power devices.

Electro-thermal analysis via brute-force models The term brute-force model refers
to the use of some type of discretization of the PDEs describing heat-diffusion on chip
or package directly at the circuit simulation level. In this case a frequent assumption
is to consider heat-diffusion as a linear process, so that the discretization could be
a-priori reinterpreted in terms of linear circuit elements. From the practical point of
view this means that a circuit netlist describing the thermal response of the die can
be derived once and for all in a pre-processing step, and used afterwards as a standard
input to a circuit simulator. The pioneer of this technique was Fukahori [35] who
used a particular type of asymmetric finite differences scheme to discretize the linear
heat-diffusion equation.

This approach suffers from two main limitations, constituted by the raise in com-
putational cost due to the many variables associated with the discretization of a 3D
problem, and by the non-trivial extension to non-linear heat-diffusion. The first of
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Figure (1.2): Schematic of the µA709 Operational Amplifier simulated in [43]. All
the transistors are modeled by a suitable set of PDEs. This permits a
greater accuracy if compared to standard compact models but restricts the
application to circuits composed of a few semiconductor devices.

the two problems is usually solved in the linear case adopting some order reduction
strategies to reduce the thermal part [18, 19, 53, 54] or some particular time-stepping
techniques [62] to accelerate the simulation. The second issue, on the other hand, still
constitutes an open problem in literature.

Other approaches involving thermal effects Approaches that do not enter in the
preceding categories also exist in literature. For instance, in [107,108] a method based
on Green functions representation is proposed. In this case a linear parabolic PDE is
employed to describe heat-diffusion, and rectangular shapes for the Chip and Package
are assumed.

In [43] a distributed description of many electron devices is combined together with
an RC network approach to simulate SiGe HBT circuits. This approach is proposed to
fill the gap when compact models for modern or experimental devices are not readily
available. In fact the usage of a distributed description for electron devices permits
insight into the single device physical quantities and maintains a considerably high
accuracy in the approximation. The price to pay is of course the tremendous compu-
tational cost required. To give an idea of the circuit size that could be treated in this
way, we show the benchmark circuit studied in this paper in Figure 1.2.

1.3 Overview and setting of the proposed method

The method proposed in the following chapters is an attempt to extend the work
done in [8,10], where a model based on a lumped description of electrical devices and
on a mixed 0D/1D description of linear heat-diffusion was proposed for SOI-CMOS
technology. The adopted solution procedure consisted of a particular relaxation type
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IC design 2D thermal PDE
Coupled

Electrical/Thermal Network

Multiscale 
Electro-Thermal Simulation

Figure (1.3): Automated design flow for the electro-thermal simulation of ICs. A ther-
mal element model is automatically constructed from available circuit
schematic and design layout, permitting the set-up and simulation of an
electro-thermal network that accounts for heat diffusion. In the end in-
formation on the usual electrical variables, on the power dissipated by
each thermally-active device and on the Chip/Package temperature field
is obtained.

method enabling a performance gain through the exploitation of the different time-
scales involved in thermal and electric processes.

In this thesis a generalization to a 2D/3D description of possibly non-linear heat-
diffusion is proposed. This thermal model shift makes the approach not bounded to
a specific technology and permits to automate the extraction and simulation of the
coupled ET system in an industrial design environment, feature lacking in [8, 10]. In
fact, starting from available layout and/or package geometry information, a thermal
element model is derived directly from PDEs describing heat-diffusion. By imposing
suitable integral conditions this element is casted in a form analogous to that of usual
electrical circuit elements, so that its use in a standard circuit simulator requires
only the implementation of a new element evaluator, but no modification to the main
structure of the solver.

To cope with multiscale issues a particular spatial discretization scheme (firstly intro-
duced in [39]) was chosen. This method is based on the use of completely overlapping
non-nested meshes and has two main advantages for the application at hand:

1. it allows to cover the whole thermal domain with a uniform triangulation without
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1.3 Overview and setting of the proposed method

having to excessively refine the mesh to capture small geometrical features,

2. it allows to generate a mesh for each circuit element only once and deploy it at
different positions on the IC with a significant time improvement.

The latter feature may also give performance gain if an optimization of the relative
device placement is to be performed. Because of the poor treatment of strong non-
linearities found in literature the relaxation type solution procedure was dropped. In
fact the adopted algorithm resembles more a brute-force approach, the only difference
being that in this case no a-priori interpretation in terms of a circuit netlist is necessary
for the discretized PDEs.

Finally, a sketch of the overall automated procedure is proposed in Figure 1.3.
Each device in the electrical schematic that has been marked as thermally-active is
extended with an additional temperature pin, while Chip/Package information is used
to construct a circuit element whose purpose is to account for heat-diffusion at the
system level. Though embedding a PDE in its constitutive relations, this element
is devised to fit the structure of usual lumped devices. Therefore an electro-thermal
netlist can be automatically set-up and simulated by means of standard circuit solvers.
This permits to obtain information on the electrical and thermal quantities of interest
and to compute them in a self-consistent way.
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2
Electro-thermal models at the system level

Chapter 2 establishes the mathematical model used to describe ET effects on both
SoCs and SiPs. The derivation of the underlying system of equations has been driven
by the practical aim to fit already existing circuit simulator structures, especially the
one based on Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA).

With this respect it is particularly important to maintain the possibility of an
element-by-element assembly of the overall system. This characteristic of MNA stems
directly from charge conservation laws at the network level and can be extended to ET
systems exploiting the analogies in the physical description of electrical current-flow
and heat power-flow (Section 2.1). Constitutive relations for the entities appearing
in the system under examination are then needed to complete the derivation of a
mathematical model. Therefore the standard treatment of purely electrical devices
and thermally active devices is briefly reviewed in Section 2.2 (where an introduction
on standard MNA is also given) and Section 2.3 respectively, while in Section 2.4 an
exhaustive description of a novel thermal element model used to account for heat dif-
fusion at the system level is provided. This element permits to describe thermal effects
resorting to suitable PDEs casted on 2D/3D domains recovered from design informa-
tion and is interfaced with the 0D device network via appropriate integral conditions.
The overall system, constituted by a set of Partial Differential Algebraic Equations
(PDAEs), is finally provided in Section 2.5 in a compact formulation stressing the
structural similarities with standard MNA.

2.1 Conservation laws

A mathematical model is generally constituted by set of equations or other mathe-
matical relations that are able to capture the interesting features of given physical
phenomena in order to describe, foresee or control their development. In many cases
such a model is constructed upon the right combination of conservation laws (express-
ing general physical principles) and constitutive relations which depend on the actual
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k-pins

element

i1 i2

ik-1 ik
i = [ i1 , ... , ik ]

T

Figure (2.1): Generic k-pins element. The components of the associated current vector
are oriented in such a way that they leave the external pins and enter the
element.

nature of the system under examination [82].
Starting from the point of view of a purely electrical description of the circuit behav-

ior, the physical principle that stands at the base of all the most important modeling
paradigms is the balance of electrical currents, usually referred to as Kirchhoff’s cur-
rent law (KCL):

Statement 2.1 (KCL - Integral formulation). The rate of loss of charge ρ within a
given volume Ω is equal to the current Jq flowing out of the surface enclosing it:

−
∫

Ω

∂ρ

∂t
dx =

∫
∂Ω

Jqn dγ =
∫

Ω

div(Jq)dx. (2.1)

Despite its generality equation (2.1) is not the best suited formulation of KCL for
circuit analysis purpose, as its multidimensional character exceeds in details usual de-
sign requirements. A commonly assumed ansatz is in this case to neglect the spatial
extension of physical devices and of their interconnections, providing the possibility
to represent a physical circuit with a network (schematic) of discrete components (el-
ements) connected at certain points (nodes). Each element is supposed to be possibly
connected to k ≥ 2 nodes (k-pins element), so that a k-dimensional current vector i
can be associated with it.

In the following a conventional direction is fixed for the components of i in such a
way that they leave the external pins and enter the element (as shown in Figure 2.1).
Notice that due to Statement 2.1 these components are not independent, as their
algebraic sum must be zero to ensure charge conservation, that is to say:

1T i = 0 , (2.2)

where 1 ∈ Rk is a vector with only unit entries. Readers interested in a thorough treat-
ment of these assumptions and its implications are referred to [15]. For the purpose
at hand it suffices to say that under this conceptual simplifications the usual nodal
formulation of KCL can be recovered, which constitutes the core of many simulation
algorithms:

Statement 2.2 (KCL - Nodal formulation). The algebraic sum of currents flowing
away from any given node is zero.
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2.1 Conservation laws

If a circuit schematic composed of M elements and N + 1 nodes is being considered,
it can be noticed that Statement 2.2 determines a set of N + 1 relations. Anyhow,
due to the fact that (2.2) holds for each element, only N of these relations result to be
linearly independent and therefore a node is usually taken as reference (ground node)
and omitted when deriving the set of balance equations to be used as a base for a
mathematical model.

Numbering the nodes other than the ground node from 1 to N and assuming the
m-th element of a circuit schematic to be a k-pins element then a N×k local incidence
matrix Am, defined as:

aij =

{
+1 if the j-th component of im leaves node i,
0 otherwise,

(2.3)

can be associated with the m-th element itself. Statement 2.2 can thus be mathemat-
ically formalized as:

M∑
m=1

Amim = 0. (2.4)

At this point “only” the exact definitions of the system variables and the element
constitutive relations are missing to complete the derivation of a closed system of
equations describing the purely electrical behavior of a given circuit, as it will be
shown in Section 2.2.

Notice that (2.4) is of utmost importance in practice as it permits the assembly of
the system of balance equations via an element-by-element inspection. At the imple-
mentation level this consideration permits to keep the elemental constitutive relations
separated from system assembly, with the considerable gain that if a new device model
has to be added to an existing set this will not affect the overall program. Any attempt
to extend a purely electrical description to thermal effects should therefore take this
simple but essential structure into account, if it aims to be effectively usable in an
industrial environment. To this end the method proposed in this thesis makes use of
the well known analogy between electrical current-flow and heat power-flow [66] and
exploits the same network approach to account for thermal effects at the 0D level.
Each thermally active electrical element will therefore contribute its power flux to a
node of the 0D thermal network. These power fluxes will be balanced by a suitable
n-pins thermal element which embodies a 2D/3D description of heat-diffusion at the
SoC/SiP level in its constitutive relations. In the end the same assembly structure as
in (2.4) is retained.

Constitutive relations for standard and thermally active elements and for the thermal
element should then be drawn, to complete the derivation of the coupled electro-
thermal model: this is exactly the topic of the next sections. Notice that while the
first two issues constitute a well known subject in literature, the particular derivation
of the thermal network model represents an original contribution of this thesis.

Remark 2.1 (Incidence matrix concepts). The concept of incidence matrix as pre-
sented in Section 2.1 slightly differs from the one usually employed in network theory.
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2 Electro-thermal models at the system level

Without entering into the details it should be stressed that the usual notion relies on
the assumption for each k-pins element to be properly represented by an equivalent
circuit (companion model) built upon 2-pins ideal devices. In this case, after the sub-
stitution of each circuit element with the corresponding companion model, a unique
graph is derived from the initial schematic permitting the description of KCL in terms
of branch currents and the exploitation, for analysis purposes, of all the mathematical
tools provided by graph-theory (see Appendix A).

Nevertheless, this graph-based formalism has its main drawback in the fact that
it does not allow for simple extensions when elements are not properly described by
lumped networks. This may be the case, for instance, of mixed mode device simulation
or of a distributed description of heat-diffusion. Furthermore, considering branches as
basic entities, this formalism results to be inherently based on a flattened netlist (i.e.
on the equivalent circuit obtained after the substitution of physical devices with their
companion models) and loses therefore the assembly by element structure typical of
actual realization of MNA. To overcome these limitations an element-wise formulation
of MNA, based on the concept of incidence matrix as defined in (2.3), is introduced
in this chapter. As it will be seen in the following this formulation naturally allows
for a hierarchical description of the circuit, and permits thus to give a more applied
perspective to the derivation of the thermal element model proposed in the thesis.

Example 2.1 (CMOS inverter - electrical balance equations). To contextualize the
abstract setting proposed in Section 2.1 a simple example based on a CMOS inverter
circuit is proposed. The electrical schematic associated with this circuit is composed
of 3 nodes (except ground) and 4 elements, as shown in Figure 2.2. Ground node has
been numbered as 0. In this case the system of balance equations reads:

(node 1) iV 1 + iG2 + iG1 = 0,
(node 2) iU1 + iS1 = 0,
(node 3) iD1 + iD2 = 0.

(2.5)

Notice that the balance of ground node, namely:

(node 0) iV 2 + iS2 + iU2 = 0, (2.6)

can be recovered summing all the equations in (2.5) and taking into account that the
algebraic sum of the components of each element current vector must be zero due
to (2.2):

iU1 + iU2 = 0,
iV 1 + iV 2 = 0,

iS1 + iG1 + iD1 = 0,
iS2 + iG2 + iD2 = 0.

Defining the current vectors:

iU =
[
iU1

iU2

]
, iV =

[
iV 1

iV 2

]
, iM1 =

iG1

iS1

iD1

 , iM2 =

iG2

iS2

iD2

 , (2.7)
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Figure (2.2): CMOS inverter circuit electrical schematic, composed of 4 elements
(dashed red frame) and 3 nodes plus ground.

and the local incidence matrices:

AU =

0 0
1 0
0 0

 , AV =

1 0
0 0
0 0

 , AM1 =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , AM2 =

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

 , (2.8)

it is possible to rewrite (2.5) in a form that suits (2.4):

AU iU +AV iV +AM1iM1 +AM2iM2 = 0. (2.9)

To derive a full system of equations from (2.9) it is at this point necessary to define
an appropriate set of unknowns and constitutive relations for the electrical elements
appearing in Figure 2.2. This will be precisely the topic of Section 2.2.

Example 2.2 (CMOS inverter - ET balance equations). In Figure 2.3 an extension of
the CMOS inverter schematic is proposed that accounts for a thermally active behavior
of components M1 and M2. It can be readily seen that in this case an appropriate
thermal network comes along with the electrical one. To derive a full set of balance
equations, system (2.5) has to be completed with power balance at thermal network
nodes:

(node 4) PM1 + PT1 = 0,
(node 5) PM2 + PT2 = 0,
(node 6) PT3 + PE1 = 0.

(2.10)

Notice that the electrical and thermal networks are separated, as results obvious from
the fact that they balance two different physical quantities. To stress this concept two
different labels are used in Figure 2.3 for the electrical and thermal ground. It will be
seen in the next sections that the coupling between the two networks is given by the
constitutive relations of thermally active elements, which link currents in the electrical
network to nodal quantities (junction temperatures) of the thermal network and vice
versa. Considering the thermal ground as a part of the thermally active device models,
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2 Electro-thermal models at the system level
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Figure (2.3): CMOS inverter circuit electro-thermal schematic, composed of 5 elements
(dashed red frame) plus a “thermal element”. Node number 6 is used to
set ambient temperature. Thermal and electrical parts of the network are
separated by a dashed blue line.

it is possible to introduce:

iU =
[
iU1

iU2

]
, iV =

[
iV 1

iV 2

]
, iM1 =


iG1

iS1

iD1

PM1

 ,

iM2 =


iG2

iS2

iD2

PM2

 , iT =

PT1

PT2

PT3

 , iE =
[
PE1

PE2

]
,

(2.11)

that together with the corresponding incidence matrices permit to recover formula-
tion (2.4) also in the electro-thermal case:

AU iU +AV iV +AM1iM1 +AM2iM2 +AT iT +AEiE = 0. (2.12)

Notice that, differently from Example 2.1, a full system of equations can be derived
from (2.12) specifying not only the unknowns and constitutive relations related to
purely electrical elements, but also the ones describing the extended electrical models
(Section 2.3) and the thermal element (Section 2.4).

2.2 Standard device models and MNA

A constitutive relation for an electrical device is by definition an expression linking cur-
rents through an element with voltage drops across it. It is well known that through
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2.2 Standard device models and MNA

the usage of companion models for semiconductors, interconnects and complex de-
vices [69,73] the component typologies appearing in a circuit can be reduced to:

1. resistors,

2. capacitors,

3. current sources,

4. inductors,

5. voltage sources,

so that only the branch constitutive relations of this restricted set of 2-pins elements
are needed to properly describe the electrical behavior of most part of ICs. Resistors,
capacitors and current sources are voltage controlled elements, i.e. their currents can
be expressed as a function of their voltage drops:

iC = q̇(vC , t) , iR = r(vR, t) , iI = i(vI , q̇, iL, iV , t) , (2.13)

while inductors and voltage sources are current controlled elements, i.e. their voltage
drops can be expressed as a function of their currents:

vL =
dφ

dt
(iL, t) , vV = v(v, q̇, iL, iV , t) . (2.14)

In both (2.13) and (2.14) symbols in bold are used for sources, to indicate that they can
possibly depend on quantities which refer to other elements (controlled sources). For
more details about these basic components, the interested reader is referred to [15,16].
Associating with each schematic node a quantity called node potential and assuming
the potential of the ground node to be zero, it is possible to further develop each
element voltage drop resorting to Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL):

Statement 2.3 (KVL). The algebraic sum of voltage drops around any loop in the
circuit is zero.

Although many modeling paradigms, like State Variable [27], Sparse Tableau [50] or
Nodal Analysis [16], can be derived combining KCL, KVL and elemental constitutive
relations, the focus in this thesis will be on Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) [52] as it
is nowadays an established industry standard. In its original formulation MNA keeps
the node potential vector e, the inductor current vector iL and the voltage source
current vector iV as model variables, and derives a closed system of equations:

1. enforcing KCL at every node of the circuit graph,

2. expressing the current of each voltage controllable element in terms of node
potentials,

3. complementing the system with current controllable elements constitutive rela-
tions (2.14).
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2 Electro-thermal models at the system level

It can be shown however that in this form MNA does not preserve charge and magnetic
flux conservation when solved numerically. To handle this problem a charge-oriented
formulation was proposed [48,49] where electric charges of capacitances q and magnetic
fluxes of inductances φ are added as explicit unknowns to the system.

A set of differential algebraic equations (DAEs) stems from both standard and
charge-oriented MNA formulations: this will ask for some care in the choice of the time-
discretization method when designing a numerical solution procedure [95]. Though a
treatment of DAE properties and their implications it is out of the scope of the present
chapter, a brief introduction to the topic is given in Appendix B together with further
references.

Remark 2.2 (Standard DAE formulation of MNA system). A restricted set of global
incidence matrices (associated with each basic element category) can be constructed
on the basis of the flattened netlist obtained after the substitution of each device
appearing in the schematic with the corresponding companion model [32]. The DAE
system stemming from MNA can thus be written in a notation that clearly underlines
each elemental type contribution. In the most general case a charge-oriented MNA
formulation gives then:

AC
dq
dt

+ARr(ATRe) +ALiL +AV iV +AI i(ATe,
dq
dt
, iL, iV ; t) = 0,

dφ

dt
−ATLe = 0,

ATV e− v(ATe,
dq
dt
, iL, iV ; t) = 0,

q− qC(ATCe) = 0,

φ− φL(iL) = 0.

(2.15)

This graph-based notation is the best suited for analysis purpose, and therefore will be
employed in the next chapter. It should be noticed, for the sake of completeness, that
controlled sources cannot be prescribed arbitrarily in (2.15) but are instead subject to
some constraints (see [29] for a deeper treatment of the subject) in order to limit the
index of the overall system to be minor or equal than 2.

Example 2.3 (Shichman-Hodges MOS-FET model). Consider the n-channel MOS-
FET shown in Figure 2.4 on the left. Its four pins are respectively associated with
gate (G), drain (D), source (S) and bulk (B) terminals. The corresponding Shichman-
Hodges model [85] is given by the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.4 on the right.

Though being one of the most simple MOS-FET model usually provided with
SPICE-like circuit simulators (see [34,93] for more sophisticated ones), it already intro-
duces 4 inner nodes that do not appear in the original schematic. The current balance
at these nodes is regarded in the usual DAE formulation of MNA (2.15) as being part
of KCL, while in the proposed element-wise formulation it will be considered as part
of the MOS-FET constitutive relations. It is precisely this latter feature that gives the
element-wise notation the possibility to describe circuits on a hierarchical base.
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Figure (2.4): On the left the symbol usually used in schematics to represent a 4-pins
nMOS-FET, on the right the corresponding Shichman-Hodges model com-
posed of 5 linear capacitors, 5 linear resistors, 2 non-linear resistors
(diodes) and a voltage controlled current source. Notice the presence of
4 inner nodes.

2.3 Extended electrical models

The extension of a standard device model to account for thermal effects requires:

1. the explicit introduction of junction temperature 1 dependence in the expressions
defining electrical variables,

2. the derivation of a closed form expression to calculate dissipated power in the
device.

An example of this approach can be found in [61] where a temperature dependent
model for the source-drain current of a MOS-FET is derived, based on the alpha-power
law [80], or in [71] where the tanh law introduced in [86] is extended to predict the
temperature dependence of threshold voltage and carrier mobility in MOS transistors.

Notice that these approaches all require the implementation of a new element eval-
uator. An alternative approach widely used in practice relies on the fact that many
complex device models implemented in industrial circuit simulators already take into
account a parametric dependence of electrical quantities on junction temperatures. In
many cases it is thus given the possibility to set-up a thermally-active device model

1As node potentials are associated with each node of the electrical network, similar quantities rep-
resenting temperatures and called junction temperatures are associated with each node of the
thermal network.
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Figure (2.5): Starting from the MOS-FET model shown on the left a thermally active
element is built employing a 1Ω resistor to read the MOS drain current
and using a voltage controlled current source as power generator. Notice
that the particular choice of the resistance permits to read the current
directly from the resistor voltage drop due to Ohm’s law.

combining already existing elements. An example is shown in Figure 2.5 where a n-
channel MOS-FET, a 1Ω resistor and a voltage controlled current source are used to
this end.

2.4 Thermal element model

As briefly introduced in Example 2.1, to extend a purely electrical description of a
circuit to an electro-thermal one a suitable thermal element balancing power fluxes at
junction temperature nodes is required. In the following it is shown how a multiscale
model that fits such a purpose can be derived starting from information that is readily
available during IC design phase, i.e. 2D or 3D layout geometry and possibly 3D
package geometry. As sketched in Figure 2.6 this information is used to:

1. describe the overall physical region where to simulate thermal effects as an open,
bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3),

2. associate each thermally active device with a subset Ωk ⊂ Ω (related to its layout
positioning) where its power flux is supposed to be dissipated.

Assuming the number of these subsets to be K, it is asked to each one to fulfill the
following properties:

int(Ωk) 6= ∅ ∀k = 1, . . . ,K,

Ω̄k ⊂ Ω ∀k = 1, . . . ,K,

Ω̄k ∩ Ω̄j = ∅ ∀j, k = 1, . . . ,K, k 6= j.

(2.16)

Furthermore it is supposed for either Ω and Ωk (k = 1, . . . ,K) to have Lipschitz
boundary. The unknowns considered in the thermal network model are the junction
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2.4 Thermal element model

(a) Inverter layout (b) Extracted geometry

Figure (2.6): Layout or package information from IC design is automatically converted
into a geometrical description of the domains in which suitable PDEs
describing heat diffusion at the system level are casted. Notice that while
θ1 and θ2 refer to mean temperature values over Ω1 and Ω2 respectively,
θ3 represents ambient temperature.

temperature vector:

θ = [θ1, . . . , θK+1]T , (2.17)

where the first K components are associated with each subset region while the last
one represents ambient temperature, the power density vector:

p = [p1, . . . , pK ]T , (2.18)

where each component represents the Joule power per unit area dissipated in each
region and the distributed temperature field T (x, t) on Ω.

Interface to lumped network Assuming (·, ·) to denote the usual L2(Ω) scalar prod-
uct: ∫

Ω

uv dx = (u, v), (2.19)

and 1Ωk to denote the indicator function of the set Ωk, then the distributed tempera-
ture field T (x, t) is linked to junction temperature nodes through:

1
|Ωk|

(T,1Ωk) = θk k = 1, . . . ,K, (2.20)
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2 Electro-thermal models at the system level

i.e. θk represents the mean value over Ωk of T (x, t). 2 In the same way the power flux
entering each node is related to the Joule power per unit area via:

(pk,1Ωk) = pk|Ωk| = Pk k = 1, . . . ,K. (2.21)

The total power Pk dissipated over Ωk is thus equal, for every fixed time instant, to the
product of a mean power density pk times the area of each active region |Ωk|. Notice
that the decisions to:

1. uniformly distribute dissipated power Pk inside Ωk,

2. define θk as the mean temperature over Ωk,

are somehow arbitrary. Any other shape for the power distribution inside Ωk, as well
as any other means to define junction temperatures starting from the distributed field
T (x, t) may have been adopted in principle. However these assumptions constitute a
sound physical approximation at the macro-scale level, if it is considered that usually:

diam(Ωk)� diam(Ω) k = 1, . . . ,K. (2.22)

Finally, to respect (2.2), the power flux to ambient temperature node is defined to be:

PK+1 = −
K∑
k=1

pk|Ωk|. (2.23)

Heat diffusion on a 3D domain Heat diffusion on a 3D domain is supposed to be
modeled in the most general case by the quasi-linear PDE:

cV (T,x)
∂T (x, t)
∂t

+ L3 T (x, t) =
K∑
k=1

pk(t) 1Ωk(x) in Ω, (2.24)

where:

L3 T (x, t) := −
3∑

i,j=1

Di

[
κij(T,x)DjT (x, t)

]
, (2.25)

In (2.24) the term cV (T,x) represents the distributed thermal capacitance of the mate-
rial, while in (2.25) the terms κij(T,x) (i, j = 1, . . . , 3) account for possibly anisotropic
heat-diffusion. A common assumption, stemming from physical considerations, is that:

κij(T,x) = κji(T,x), (2.26)

so that the associated tensor results to be symmetric.
This PDE has to be complemented by suitable boundary conditions, that are here

assumed to be of Robin:

∂ T (x, t)
∂ nL

= R(T, θK+1) on ∂Ω, (2.27)

2Notice that as θK+1 represents ambient temperature, it is given as initial datum and requires thus
no constitutive relation to be fixed.
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or Dirichlet type: 3

T (x, t) = θK+1 on ∂Ω. (2.28)

In (2.27) the term
∂ T (x, t)
∂ nL

denotes the conormal derivative of T (x, t) on ∂Ω and is

defined as:

∂ T (x, t)
∂ nL

:=
3∑

i,j=1

niκijDjT (x, t) ,

where ni is the i-th component of the normal outward oriented unit vector on ∂Ω.

Heat diffusion on a 2D domain In the case that only 2D layout information is
available, or that package temperature field is not of interest, then heat diffusion can
be modeled by a quasi-linear PDE similar to the one used in the 3D case:

ĉV (T,x)
∂T (x, t)
∂t

+ L2 T (x, t) =
K∑
k=1

pk(t) 1Ωk(x) in Ω, (2.29)

the only difference being that now the operator L2, defined as:

L2 T (x, t) := −
2∑

i,j=1

Di

[
κ̂ij(T,x)DjT (x, t)

]
+ ĉ(T,x)T (x, t), (2.30)

embodies a reaction term ĉ(T,x) to model heat loss in the missing third direction.
Suitable Robin or Dirichlet boundary conditions are used also in this case to close the
model.

2.5 Coupled electro-thermal system

A closed system of equations modeling electro-thermal effects in ICs can be finally
derived combining the conservation laws presented in Section 2.1 with the constitutive
relations shown afterwards. Define to this end the vector of unknown nodal quantities
as:

n :=
[
eT θT

]T
. (2.31)

Here e is a vector accounting for the ne unknown node potentials while θ represents
the nθ unknown junction temperatures. Assuming a 2D description of heat diffusion

3Even Neumann boundary conditions may be enforced from a purely theoretical point of view.
However their application is limited in practice and therefore they will not be considered in the
following. Furthermore all the results presented in Chapter 3 can be straightforwardly extended
to this case.
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2 Electro-thermal models at the system level

and Robin boundary conditions the full system of PDAEs reads, for instance: 4

M−1∑
m=1

Am
[
Dmṙm + Jm(ATmn, rm; t)

]
+AMJM (rM ) = 0 ,

Bmṙm + Qm(ATmn, rm; t) = 0 m = 1, . . . ,M − 1,

θk −
1
|Ωk|

(T,1Ωk) = 0 k = 1, . . . , nθ − 1,

ĉV (T,x)
∂T (x, t)
∂t

+ L2 T (x, t)−
nθ−1∑
k=1

pk(t) 1Ωk(x) = 0 in Ω,

∂ T (x, t)
∂ nL

−R(T, θnθ ) = 0 on ∂Ω.

(2.32)
In (2.32) the flux vector associated with standard and thermally active devices is
expressed as:

im = Dmṙm + Jm(ATmn, rm; t) m = 1, . . . ,M − 1, (2.33)

where Am is the incidence matrix defined in Section 2.1 while rm is the set of the
remaining variables appearing in the equations defining the fluxes relative to the m-th
element (for this reason it is sometimes referred to as the set of the m-th element
internal variables). Assuming the m-th element to be a k-pins element and rm to be
a vector of Im components with:

Im ∈ N0 , m = 1, . . . ,M − 1, (2.34)

then Dm is an appropriate k × Im matrix while:

Jm : Rk ×RIm → Rk . (2.35)

Notice that the assumption that only time derivatives of internal variables appear and
that terms involving such derivatives are linear does not impose restrictions on the
applicability of the model, as it fits perfectly with charge-oriented MNA formulation.
The set of Im additional relations5 associated with each generic k-pins element are
expressed in (2.32) as:

Bmṙm + Qm(ATmn, rm; t) = 0 m = 1, . . . ,M − 1, (2.36)

where Bm is a suitable Im × Im matrix while:

Qm : Rk ×RIm → RIm . (2.37)
4In the following an electro-thermal network composed of M elements is assumed. Furthermore the
M -th element is considered to be the distributed thermal element.

5Notice that it is assumed, with a slight abuse of notation, that Im could be possibly zero. Further-
more the reader should be warned that a particular care has to be taken with current controlled
sources: as the controlling current is defined in another element constitutive relations, no addi-
tional equations are required in this case to close the system.
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2.5 Coupled electro-thermal system

Concerning the thermal element, denoted as the M -th element of the network, θnθ is
assumed to represent ambient temperature while rM and JM are defined as:

rM =
[
p1 . . . pnθ−1 T (x, t)

]T
,

JM (rM ) =

[
p1|Ω1| . . . pnθ−1|Ωnθ−1| −

nθ−1∑
k=1

pk|Ωk|

]T
.

(2.38)

It will be shown in Part III that after space discretization the structure of the thermal
element will fit (2.33-2.36). This will allow to write the semi-discretized counterpart
of (2.32) in the extremely compact form:

M∑
m=1

Am
[
Dmṙm + Jm(ATmn, rm; t)

]
= 0

Bmṙm + Qm(ATmn, rm; t) = 0 m = 1, . . . ,M,

(2.39)

making thus evident that MNA and system (2.39) share the same structure (and with
it the possibility to assemble the overall system on the base of a by element inspection).
As a last remark it should be noticed that a compact notation similar to (2.39) can
be devised for the continuous system (2.32) resorting to abstract DAEs [91]. Anyhow
this topic is out of the scope of the present work.

Example 2.4 (CMOS inverter - charge oriented MNA with element-wise formulation).
In the following it is shown how to derive the full system of equations stemming from
the charge-oriented MNA description of the CMOS inverter depicted in Figure 2.3.
Consider then the electro-thermal circuit schematic and assume that a thermally ex-
tended version (see Section 2.3) of the simple Shichman-Hodges model [85] is used for
both the MOS-FETs. For the sake of simplicity the bulk terminals of the transistors
are assumed to be connected to the ground node, so that the element-wise formulation
starts from the system of balance equations (2.5,2.10). The vector of nodal variables
reads:

n =
[
e1 e2 e3 θ4 θ5 θ6

]T
, (2.40)

where e1, e2 and e3 are respectively the node potentials associated with the electrical
nodes 1, 2 and 3, while θ4, θ5 and θ6 are the junction temperatures associated with
nodes 4, 5 and 6.

The set-up for a generic voltage source is depicted in Figure 2.7. It can be readily
seen that one internal variable is employed (namely the branch current j), and thus
the additional constitutive relation:

Q([e+, e−]T ; t) = e+ − e− − V (t) = 0 , (2.41)

is needed to close the system. In (2.41) e+ and e− indicate the generic node potentials
of the considered two-pins element while V (t) is the known voltage waveform of the
source.
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2 Electro-thermal models at the system level

A similar set-up is presented in Figure 2.8 for the n-channel MOS-FET. In this case 9
internal variables are required to completely describe the element: these are constituted
by the four internal nodes ed, es, eb1 , eb2 and by the 5 charges associated with each
capacitor (qGd,qGs,qGB ,qDb1 ,qSb2). The current balances at the internal nodes are part
of the nMOS-FET constitutive relations, as they stem from the choice to model the
transistor with the Shichman Hodges equivalent circuit. Notice that no other k-pins
element is allowed to be connected to these nodes, as they constitute only an internal
representation of the MOS-FET. This latter feature is often employed in practice to
enhance simulation performance exploiting a Schur-complement based technique on
these inner equations, as shown in [33]. Of course a similar representation can be
derived for the p-channel MOS-FET. Finally, the thermal element will be described as
outlined in Section 2.4.

At this point each flux vector appearing in (2.5,2.10) is expressed in a form that
suits (2.33), while the additional constitutive relations of the corresponding element
are provided in a form resembling (2.36). It is thus possible to follow the procedure
depicted in Section 2.5 and derive a closed system of:

• 3 balance equations at the electrical nodes 1-3:

j[V] + q̇
[M1]
Gd + q̇

[M1]
Gs + q̇

[M1]
GB + q̇

[M2]
Gd + q̇

[M2]
Gs + q̇

[M2]
GB = 0 ,

j[U] + q̇
[M1]
Sb2 +

e2 − e[M1]
s

R
[M1]
Ss

+ I
[M1]
b2S (e2, θ4, e

[M1]
b2

) = 0 ,

q̇
[M1]
Db1 +

e3 − e[M1]
d

R
[M1]
Dd

+ I
[M1]
b1D (e3, θ4, e

[M1]
b1

) + q̇
[M2]
Db1 +

e3 − e[M2]
d

R
[M2]
Dd

− I [M2]
b1D (e3, θ5, e

[M2]
b1

) = 0 ,

• 3 balance equations at the thermal nodes 4-6:

|Ω1|p1 − (e
[M1]
d − e[M1]

s )i
[M1]
ds (e1, θ4, e

[M1]
d , e

[M1]
s ) = 0 ,

|Ω2|p2 − (e
[M2]
d − e[M2]

s )i
[M2]
ds (e1, θ5, e

[M2]
d , e

[M2]
s ) = 0 ,

−|Ω1|p1 − |Ω2|p2 + j[E] = 0 ,

• 1 constitutive relation for the input voltage source V :

e1 − v(t) = 0 ,

where v(t) is a given voltage waveform,

• 1 constitutive relation for the feed voltage source U :

e2 − VDD = 0 ,

where VDD is the given feed voltage,
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2.5 Coupled electro-thermal system

• 9 constitutive relations for the p-channel MOS-FET M1:

−q̇[M1]
Gd −

e3 − e[M1]
d

R
[M1]
Dd

+ i
[M1]
ds (e1, θ4, e

[M1]
d , e[M1]

s ) +
e

[M1]
d − e[M1]

s

r
[M1]
d

= 0 ,

−q̇[M1]
Gs − e2 − e[M1]

s

R
[M1]
Ss

− i[M1]
ds (e1, θ4, e

[M1]
d , e[M1]

s )−
e

[M1]
d − e[M1]

s

r
[M1]
d

= 0 ,

−q̇[M1]
Db1 − I

[M1]
b1D (e3, θ4, e

[M1]
b1

) +
e

[M1]
b1

R
[M1]
Bb1

= 0 ,

−q̇[M1]
Sb2 − I

[M1]
b2S (e2, θ4, e

[M1]
b2

) +
e

[M1]
b2

R
[M1]
Bb2

= 0 ,

q
[M1]
Gd − C [M1]

Gd (e1 − e[M1]
d ) = 0 ,

q
[M1]
Gs − C [M1]

Gs (e1 − e[M1]
s ) = 0 ,

q
[M1]
GB − C [M1]

GB (e1) = 0 ,

q
[M1]
Db1

− C [M1]
Db1

(e3 − e[M1]
b1

) = 0 ,

q
[M1]
Sb2

− C [M1]
Sb2

(e2 − e[M1]
b2

) = 0 ,

• 9 constitutive relations for the n-channel MOS-FET M2:

−q̇[M2]
Gd −

e3 − e[M2]
d

R
[M2]
Dd

+ i
[M2]
ds (e1, θ5, e

[M2]
d , e[M2]

s ) +
e

[M2]
d − e[M2]

s

r
[M2]
d

= 0 ,

−q̇[M2]
Gs +

e
[M2]
s

R
[M2]
Ss

− i[M2]
ds (e1, θ5, e

[M2]
d , e[M2]

s )−
e

[M2]
d − e[M2]

s

r
[M2]
d

= 0 ,

−q̇[M2]
Db1 + I

[M2]
b1D (e3, θ5, e

[M2]
b1

) +
e

[M2]
b1

R
[M2]
Bb1

= 0 ,

−q̇[M2]
Sb2 + I

[M2]
b2S (0, θ5, e

[M2]
b2

) +
e

[M2]
b2

R
[M2]
Bb2

= 0 ,

q
[M2]
Gd − C [M2]

Gd (e1 − e[M2]
d ) = 0 ,

q
[M2]
Gs − C [M2]

Gs (e1 − e[M2]
s ) = 0 ,

q
[M2]
GB − C [M2]

GB (e1) = 0 ,

q
[M2]
Db1

− C [M2]
Db1

(e3 − e[M2]
b1

) = 0 ,

q
[M2]
Sb2

+ C
[M2]
Sb2

(e
[M2]
b2

) = 0 ,

• 1 constitutive relation for the voltage source E:

θ6 − TEE = 0 ,
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+
-

Figure (2.7): Voltage source set-up in the element-wise notation. Notice that in this
case one internal variable is needed to properly describe the element, and
thus one additional constitutive relation is given to close the set of MNA
equations.

where TEE represents a constant ambient temperature,

• 3 constitutive relations for the thermal element:

|Ω1|θ4 − (T,1Ω1) = 0 ,

|Ω2|θ5 − (T,1Ω2) = 0 ,

ĉV (T,x)
∂T (x, t)
∂t

+ L2 T (x, t)−
2∑
k=1

pk(t) 1Ωk(x) = 0 ,

where the PDE has to be supplemented with suitable boundary conditions, de-
pending on θ6 (see Section 2.4).

All these equations describe the electro-thermal behavior of the CMOS inverter circuit.
The corresponding system variables are the 6 nodal variables n, the branch currents
j[U],j[V] and j[E] associated with the voltage sources, the 8 inner node potentials plus
the 10 capacitor charges contributed by the two MOS-FETs and finally the Joule power
densities p1, p2 and the distributed temperature field T stemming from the thermal
element model.

Chapter summary In this chapter the model used to describe ET effects was es-
tablished. A non-standard element-wise formulation, fitting the customary circuit
simulator structures, was devised and used to derive a suitable thermal element ac-
counting for heat diffusion at the system level. A PDAE system, that will be analyzed
in Part II and numerically approximated in Part III, stemmed from the model.
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Part II

Analysis
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3
Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

This chapter addresses the well posedness of the electro-thermal model established in
Chapter 2 under particular assumptions on the overall system. The aim is to provide
a first step towards the analysis of the completely non-linear model arising from real
applications, as well as to furnish a sound theoretical basis to the solution approaches
proposed later in the thesis (Chapter 5).

To this end in Section 3.1 a rigorous description of the thermal element that will be
addressed throughout the whole chapter is given. Thermal diffusion is supposed to be
modelled by a linear PDE casted in a weak formulation on a 2D or 3D domain. Then
in Section 3.2 the thermal element is investigated when driven by external independent
sources, fixing either the Joule power per unit area or the average temperature in a
region. It will be shown that in the first case the analysis leads back to standard PDE
theory, while in the second case theorems proving the well posedness of the system
will be given. Finally in Section 3.3 the existence and uniqueness of the solution to
a coupled problem is investigated. The main point will be here to prove that given a
well-posed electrical network with a functional dependence on temperature, then the
extension to an electro-thermal one remains well-posed under mild assumptions.

3.1 Assumptions on the heat diffusion operator

Let Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3) and {Ωk} (k = 1, . . . ,K) be defined as in Section 2.4. Through-
out the whole chapter heat diffusion is supposed to be described by the linear operator:

LT (x) := −
d∑

i,j=1

Di

[
κij(x)DjT (x)

]
+ c(x)T (x), (3.1)

where κij(x), c(x) ∈ L∞(Ω) and:

c(x) ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω ,

κij(x) = κji(x) i, j = 1, . . . , d .
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3 Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

Furthermore it is assumed for L to be uniformly elliptic in Ω, i.e. ∃ τ > 0 such that:

d∑
i,j=1

κij(x)ξjξi ≥ τ |ξ|2 , (3.2)

for each ξ ∈ Rd and almost every x ∈ Ω. According to Section 2.4 the PDE employed
to describe thermal effects on a distributed domain results to be:

d

dt
T (x, t) + L T (x, t) =

K∑
k=1

pk(t) 1Ωk in Ω,

T (x, t) + α
∂ T (x, t)
∂ nL

= θK+1 on ∂Ω,

(3.3)

where θK+1 represents the environment temperature while α ≥ 0 is a real parameter.
Notice that α permits to choose between Dirichlet boundary condition (α = 0) and
Robin boundary condition (α > 0). Associating L with the following bilinear form:

a(T, v) :=
∫

Ω

( d∑
i,j=1

κij(x) DjT Div
)
dx +

∫
Ω

c(x) T v dx, (3.4)

a weak formulation of (3.3) can be provided. Formally speaking this weak formula-
tion is obtained multiplying the first equation in (3.3) by a suitable test function v,
integrating over Ω, applying Green formula and substituting appropriately the bound-
ary term. In the case of Robin boundary conditions the weak formulation reads, for
instance:

d

dt
(T, v) + a(T, v) +

1
α

(T − θK+1, v)∂Ω =
n∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v), (3.5)

where (·, ·) and (·, ·)∂Ω denote respectively L2(Ω) and L2(∂Ω) scalar products:

(u, v) :=
∫

Ω

u v dx,

(u, v)∂Ω :=
∫
∂Ω

u v dx.

Notice that, as c(x) ≥ 0 a.e. in Ω, the bilinear form:

a(·, ·) : H1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R, (3.6)

results to be continuous and coercive in Ω:

∃ γ > 0 : |a(u, v)| ≤ γ‖u‖H1 ‖v‖H1 ∀u, v ∈ H1(Ω),

∃ η > 0 : a(u, u) ≥ η‖u‖2H1 ∀u, v ∈ H1(Ω).
(3.7)

Less stringent assumptions could be made in order to ensure coerciveness (see e.g. [30]).
The reader interested in further details concerning PDE theory can refer to Appendix C
and the references therein.
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3.2 Well posedness of the thermal element model

3.2 Well posedness of the thermal element model

The aim of this section is to analyze the well posedness of the thermal element model
when externally controlled by independent sources. This analysis is conducted first
on steady state problems, where the elliptic counterpart of (3.3) has to be taken into
account [3], and extended then to the transient case. Consistently with the construc-
tion of the thermal element presented in Section 2.4 the cases of Robin or Dirichlet
boundary conditions are taken into account. Notice furthermore that the boundary
conditions are here and in Section 3.3 generalized to:

T (x, t) + α
∂ T (x, t)
∂ nL

= g(x, t), (3.8)

where g(x, t) is an appropriate function of space and (possibly) time.

3.2.1 Elliptic case

The elliptic case results to be of major importance in the application, as shown in [3].
In particular the existence and uniqueness of a solution when heat fluxes or average
temperatures are prescribed provides a theoretical validation of an implementation of
the thermal element in conductance and admittance form respectively [15].

Prescribed heat fluxes To start with, the case where independent current sources
prescribe the Joule power per unit area produced in a region of the thermal element
is considered. It is not difficult to see that, due to the particular structure of the
thermal element, this case leads directly to standard PDE theory. The well posedness
of the system is then a consequence of Lax-Milgram lemma [60], reported below for
completeness:

Theorem 3.1 (Lax-Milgram lemma). Define:

1. V to be a real Hilbert space, endowed with the norm ‖·‖,

2. A : V × V → R to be a bilinear form, continuous and coercive on V ,

3. F : V → R to be a linear and continuous functional.

Then there exists unique u ∈ V solution of:

A(u, v) = F(v) ∀v ∈ V. (3.9)

To apply Theorem 3.1 an appropriate functional F and bilinear form A have to be
defined. In the case of Robin boundary conditions, and assuming g(x) ∈ L2(∂Ω), this
results to be for instance:

A : H1(Ω)×H1(Ω)→ R,
F : H1(Ω)→ R, (3.10)
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3 Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

where the bilinear form and the linear functional are defined as:

A(u, v) := a(u, v) +
1
α

(u, v)∂Ω,

F(v) :=
K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v) +
1
α

(g, v)∂Ω.
(3.11)

For a deeper treatment of the subject the interested reader is referred to [30,79].

Prescribed average temperatures The second case considered is the one where in-
dependent voltage sources impose the average temperature in a region of the thermal
element. Regarding this situation the following theorem holds for the case of Robin
boundary conditions:

Theorem 3.2 (Robin boundary conditions). Define α̂ = 1/α. Given:

1. θk ∈ R (k = 1, . . . ,K),

2. g ∈ L2(∂Ω),

there exist unique:

1. T ∈ H1(Ω),

2. pk ∈ R (k = 1, . . . ,K),

such that:

a(T, v) + (α̂T, v)∂Ω =
K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v) + (α̂g, v)∂Ω ∀v ∈ H1(Ω), (3.12a)

(T,1Ωk) = θk|Ωk| k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.12b)

Proof. Since the differential operator (3.12a) is linear the general solution, for any
choice of pk, can be represented as [30]:

T (x) = T∗(x) +
K∑
k=1

pkTk(x), (3.13)

with T∗(x) solution of the problem:

a(T∗, v) + (α̂T∗, v)∂Ω = (α̂g, v)∂Ω ∀v ∈ H1(Ω), (3.14)

and Tk(x) solution of the problem:

a(Tk, v) + (α̂Tk, v)∂Ω = (1Ωk , v) ∀v ∈ H1(Ω). (3.15)
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Substitute (3.13) into (3.12b):

(T,1Ωk) = (T∗ +
K∑
j=1

pjTj ,1Ωk) = (T∗,1Ωk) +
K∑
j=1

pj(Tj ,1Ωk) != θk|Ωk|, (3.16)

with (k = 1, . . . ,K). The conditions for pk in (3.12b) can now be written as a linear
algebraic system:

K∑
j=1

(Tj ,1Ωk)pj
!= θk|Ωk| − (T∗,1Ωk) k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.17)

This system is uniquely solvable if and only if the matrix B =
[
(Tj ,1Ωk)

]
is non-

singular, that is to say det(B) 6= 0. Noting that:

(Tj ,1Ωk) = (1Ωk , Tj) = a(Tk, Tj) + (α̂Tk, Tj)∂Ω = A(Tk, Tj), (3.18)

an equivalent condition on the matrix A =
[
A(Tk, Tj)

]
is derived:

det(A) 6= 0. (3.19)

By using the (extended) Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (see [26], Chapter 5) it results A
positive-semidefinite and therefore det(A) ≥ 0. Furthermore the equality holds true if
and only if there exist λk ∈ R (k = 1, . . . ,K) not all equal to zero, such that:

K∑
k=1

λkTk(x) = 0. (3.20)

In conclusion to prove existence and uniqueness it is sufficient to prove that (3.20)
implies λk = 0 for all k = 1, . . . ,K. This fact follows from the equality:

0 ≡
K∑
k=1

λkA(Tk, v) =
K∑
k=1

λk(1Ωk , v) ∀v ∈ H1(Ω). (3.21)

Then for any k = 1, . . . ,K it is possible to choose v such that supp(v) ⊂ Ωk and
get λk = 0. Notice that this last consideration implies det(A) > 0 and A positive
definite.

The case of Dirichlet boundary conditions differs from the previous one in some tech-
nical details (see Appendix C and the reference therein for a deeper treatment). Here
it is possible to prove the following:

Theorem 3.3 (Dirichlet boundary conditions). Given:

1. θk ∈ R (k = 1, . . . ,K),

2. g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω),
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there exist unique:

1. T̃ ∈ H1
0(Ω),

2. pk ∈ R (k = 1, . . . ,K),

such that:

a(T̃ , v) = (
K∑
k=1

pk 1Ωk , v)− a(g̃, v), ∀v ∈ H1
0(Ω), (3.22a)

(T̃ + g̃,1Ωk) = θk|Ωk|, k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.22b)

where g̃ ∈ H1(Ω) is an arbitrary extension of g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω).

Proof. Even in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions a general representation of
the solution reads:

T̃ (x) = T̃∗(x) +
K∑
k=1

pkT̃k(x) , (3.23)

where T̃∗(x) ∈ H1
0(Ω) is the solution of:

a(T̃∗, v) = −a(g̃, v) ∀v ∈ H1
0(Ω) , (3.24)

while T̃k(x) ∈ H1
0(Ω) is the solution of:

a(T̃k, v) = (1Ωk , v) ∀v ∈ H1
0(Ω) . (3.25)

As before, a linear algebraic system for pk can be derived:

K∑
j=1

(T̃j ,1Ωk)pj
!= θk|Ωk| − (g̃ + T̃∗,1Ωk) k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.26)

From this point on the same strategy as in Theorem 3.2 can be adopted, the only
difference being that in this case:

A =
[
a(T̃k, T̃j)

]
. (3.27)

Linear constraints between average temperatures and power fluxes Finally , as a
generalization of the previous theorems, the case where non-ideal sources are connected
to the thermal element pins is considered.

Theorem 3.4 (Robin boundary conditions). Define α̂ = 1/α. Given:

1. g ∈ L2(∂Ω),
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3.2 Well posedness of the thermal element model

2. ak, ck ≥ 0, bk > 0,

there exist unique:

1. T ∈ H1(Ω),

2. pk, θk ∈ R (k = 1, . . . ,K),

such that:

a(T, v) + (α̂T, v)∂Ω =
K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v) + (α̂g, v)∂Ω ∀v ∈ H1(Ω), (3.28a)

(T,1Ωk) = θk|Ωk| k = 1, . . . ,K, (3.28b)

akpk + bkθk = ck k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.28c)

Proof. The same decomposition employed in Theorem 3.2 can be used also in this
case. The only difference is that (3.28c) gives a system for pk and θk, with matrix:[

B −diag(Ω)

diag(a) diag(b)

]
, (3.29)

where:
a = (a1, . . . , aK),

b = (b1, . . . , bK),

Ω = (|Ω1|, . . . , |ΩK |).
(3.30)

This is a block matrix, where the two lower blocks commute. Then, by using results
from [87] and recalling that the matrix B is positive definite, it holds:

det

[
B −diag(Ω)

diag(a) diag(b)

]
= det

[
B diag(b) + diag(a)diag(Ω)

]
= det

[
B + diag(a)diag(Ω)diag(b)−1

]
det
[
diag(b)

]
> 0,

since the matrix: [
B + diag(a)diag(Ω)diag(b)−1

]
,

is positive definite.

Following the same line of reasoning it is also possible to prove the following:

Theorem 3.5 (Dirichlet boundary conditions). Given:

1. g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω),

2. ak, ck ≥ 0, bk > 0,
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3 Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

there exist unique:

1. T̃ ∈ H1
0(Ω),

2. pk, θk ∈ R (k = 1, . . . ,K),

such that:

a(T̃ , v) = (
K∑
k=1

pk 1Ωk , v)− a(g̃, v) ∀v ∈ H1
0(Ω), (3.31a)

(T̃ + g̃,1Ωk) = θk|Ωk| k = 1, . . . ,K, (3.31b)

akpk + bkθk = ck k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.31c)

where g̃ ∈ H1(Ω) is an arbitrary extension of g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω).

3.2.2 Parabolic case

After having treated the elliptic case, its parabolic counterpart is taken into account.
This will ensure the well posedness of the thermal element model before a suitable
time discretization has been performed.

Prescribed heat fluxes Even in the parabolic case the assignment of the Joule power
per unit area dissipated in a region leads back to standard PDE theorems. The case
of Robin boundary conditions can be treated as follows:

Theorem 3.6 (Robin boundary conditions). Define α̂ = 1/α. Given:

1. pk ∈ C0[0, t1] k = 1, . . . ,K,

2. T0 ∈ L2(Ω),

3. g ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],L2(∂Ω)

)
,

there exists unique:

1. T ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],L2(Ω)

)
∩ L2

(
(0, t1),H1(Ω)

)
,

such that:

d

dt
(T, v) + a(T, v) + (α̂T, v)∂Ω =

K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v) + (α̂g, v)∂Ω ∀v ∈ H1(Ω),

T (x, 0) = T0(x).
(3.32)

The corresponding statement concerning Dirichlet boundary conditions reads:

Theorem 3.7 (Dirichlet boundary conditions). Given:
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3.2 Well posedness of the thermal element model

1. pk ∈ C0[0, t1] k = 1, . . . ,K,

2. T0 ∈ L2(Ω),

3. g ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],H1/2(∂Ω)

)
,

there exists unique:

1. T̃ ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],L2(Ω)

)
∩ L2

(
(0, t1),H1

0(Ω)
)
,

such that:

d

dt
(T̃ , v) + a(T̃ , v) =

K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v)− a(g̃, v) ∀v ∈ H1
0(Ω),

T̃ (x, 0) = T0(x)− g̃(x, 0).

(3.33)

with g̃ ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],H1(Ω)

)
arbitrary extension of g ∈ C0

(
[0, t1],H1/2(∂Ω)

)
.

Readers interested in the proof of the previous statements are referred to [13,75,79].

Prescribed mean temperatures To prove the well posedness of the thermal element
in the case of assigned mean temperatures the following lemmas are needed.

Lemma 3.1. Define:

U :=
{
u ∈ L2(Ω) s.t. (u,1Ωk) = 0, ∀k = 1, . . . ,K

}
,

V :=
{
u ∈ H1(Ω) s.t. (u,1Ωk) = 0, ∀k = 1, . . . ,K

}
.

Then:

1. U is a closed subspace of L2(Ω)

2. V is a closed subspace of H1(Ω)

Proof. The first assertion is trivial to prove, as:

L2(Ω) = U ⊕ span(1Ω1 , . . . ,1ΩK ). (3.34)

To prove the second assertion a Cauchy sequence {uj} ∈ (V, ‖ · ‖H1) is considered. It
holds that:

uj → u∗ ∈ H1(Ω), (3.35)

since H1(Ω) is a Banach space. Furthermore:

|(u∗,1Ωk)| ≤ |(u∗ − uj ,1Ωk)|+ |(uj ,1Ωk)| ≤
∫

Ωk

|u∗ − uj |dx

=
∫

Ωk

1 · |u∗ − uj |dx ≤
[∫

Ωk

12dx
]1/2 [∫

Ωk

|u∗ − uj |2dx
]1/2

≤
√
|Ωk| ‖u∗ − uj‖L2(Ω) ≤

√
|Ωk| ‖u∗ − uj‖H1(Ω) → 0.

Then it follows that u∗ ∈ V and Lemma 3.1 is proved.
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3 Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

Lemma 3.2. H1(Ω) can be decomposed into the direct sum:

H1(Ω) = V ⊕W, (3.36)

where V is defined in Lemma 3.1 and W is a K-dimensional space.

Proof. To prove this lemma a particular space W is constructed. Then any other
space satisfying (3.36) must have the same dimension. Let {φk} denote a set of basis
function for H1(Ω). These functions are chosen such that:

supp(φj) ⊂ Ωj j = 1, . . . ,K,

(φj ,1Ωj ) 6= 0 j = 1, . . . ,K.
(3.37)

It is possible to define then:

W := spank=1,...,K(φk). (3.38)

Notice that every u ∈ H1(Ω) can be uniquely represented by:

u =
∞∑
k=1

γk φk. (3.39)

Define the two operators:

PV (u) : H1(Ω)→ V,

PW (u) : H1(Ω)→W,
(3.40)

as:

PV (u) :=
K∑
k=1

γ̂kφk +
∞∑

k=K+1

γkφk,

PW (u) :=
K∑
k=1

[γk − γ̂k]φk.

(3.41)

where the coefficients γ̂k are given by:

γ̂k := −

∫
Ωk

∞∑
j=K+1

γjφjdx∫
Ωk

φkdx
. (3.42)

It holds by construction that:

PV (u) = v ∈ V
PW (u) = w ∈W

∀u ∈ H1(Ω), (3.43)
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3.2 Well posedness of the thermal element model

and:
PV (v) = v ∀v ∈ V,
PW (w) = w ∀w ∈W.

(3.44)

Combining (3.43) and (3.44) it follows:

P 2
V (u) = PV (u)

P 2
W (u) = PW (u)

∀u ∈ H1(Ω). (3.45)

Then PV and PW are (oblique) projection operators and every u ∈ H1(Ω) admits the
unique representation:

u = PV (u) + PW (u), (3.46)

and thus the lemma is proved.

With Lemma 3.2 it is established that H1(Ω) can be decomposed into the direct sum
of V and a K-dimensional space. The actual choice of the space W is not important
in view of Theorem 3.8. Notice that:

dim(V⊥) = K,

can be deduced as a particular application of Lemma 3.2.

Theorem 3.8 (Robin boundary conditions). Define α̂ = 1/α. Given:

1. T0 ∈ L2(Ω),

2. θk ∈ C0[0, t1] and θk(0) consistent with T0 (k = 1, . . . ,K),

3. g ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],L2(∂Ω)

)
,

there exist unique:

1. T ∈ C0
(
[0, t1]; L2(Ω)

)
∩ L2

(
(0, t1); H1(Ω)

)
,

2. pk ∈ C0[0, t1] (k = 1, . . . ,K),

such that:

d

dt
(T, v) + a(T, v) + (α̂T, v)∂Ω =

K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v) + (α̂g, v)∂Ω ∀v ∈ H1(Ω), (3.47a)

T (x, 0) = T0(x), (3.47b)

(T,1Ωk) = θk(t)|Ωk| k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.47c)
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Proof. In the following the well-posedness of system (3.47) will be proved exploiting
its linearity to divide it into three subproblems that are tackled successively. The well-
posedness of the first one, accounting for non-zero mean temperatures, will be proved
resorting to Theorem 3.2. Then to prove existence and uniqueness of a solution for the
remaining two subproblems, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 are employed. Assume then:

T (x, t) = T̃ (x, t) + T̂ (x, t) , (3.48)

where T̃ (x, t) is solution of:

a(T̃ (t), v) + (α̂T̃ (t), v)∂Ω =
K∑
k=1

p̃k(t)(1Ωk , v) + (α̂g, v)∂Ω ∀v ∈ H1(Ω), (3.49a)

(T̃ (t),1Ωk) = θk(t)|Ωk| k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.49b)

This problem admits a unique solution:

1. T̃ ∈ C0
(
[0, t1]; H1(Ω)

)
,

2. p̃k ∈ C0[0, t1],

due to Theorem 3.2. In fact the continuity of p̃k (k = 1, . . . ,K) stems from (3.17), as:

• T ∗ is continuous with respect to time due to the assumptions on g and to the
well-posedness of the elliptic problem (3.14),

• θk (k = 1, . . . ,K) are continuous by hypothesis,

• A =
[
A(Tk, Tj)

]
does not depend on time.

The continuity of T̃ is then a consequence of (3.13). Substituting (3.48) into (3.47)
the following problem is obtained:

d

dt
(T̃ + T̂ , v) + a(T̂ , v) + (α̂T̂ , v)∂Ω =

K∑
k=1

[pk(t)− p̃k(t)] (1Ωk , v) ∀v ∈ H1(Ω),

T̂ (x, 0) = T0(x)− T̃ (x, 0),

(T̂ ,1Ωk) = 0 k = 1, . . . ,K.
(3.50)

where the unknowns are:

1. T̂ ∈ C0
(
[0, t1]; L2(Ω)

)
∩ L2

(
(0, t1); H1(Ω)

)
,

2. pk ∈ C0[0, t1].
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3.2 Well posedness of the thermal element model

Resorting to Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 it is possible to move the zero mean conditions
inside the space in which T̂ is sought. Equation (3.50) can thus be written in the
equivalent form:

d

dt
(T̃ + T̂ , v) + a(T̂ , v) + (α̂T̂ , v)∂Ω =

K∑
k=1

[pk(t)− p̃k(t)] (1Ωk , v) ∀v ∈ H1(Ω),

T̂ (x, 0) = T0(x)− T̃ (x, 0),
(3.51)

where the unknowns now result to be:

1. T̂ ∈ C0
(
[0, t1];U

)
∩ L2

(
(0, t1);V

)
,

2. pk ∈ C0[0, t1].

Recalling that:
H1(Ω) = V ⊕W, (3.52)

it is feasible to start testing (3.51) upon v ∈ V . In this case an abstract evolutionary
problem involving only T̂ is found:

d

dt
(T̂ , v) + a(T̂ , v) + (α̂T̂ , v)∂Ω = − d

dt
(T̃ , v), ∀v ∈ V. (3.53)

Notice that the time derivative at right hand side in (3.53) is to be intended in a weak
sense (see for instance [74, Chapter 11, pag.368]), that is to say:

−
∫ t

0

(
d

dτ
T̃ (τ), v)ψ(τ)dτ :=

∫ t

0

(T̃ , v)
d

dτ
ψ(τ)dτ − (T̃ (0), v)ψ(0) + (T̃ (t), v)ψ(t) ,

for a suitable test function ψ(t). Since (V,U, V −1) constitute a Gelfand triple this
problem is uniquely solvable for:

1. T̂ ∈ C0
(
[0, t1];U

)
∩ L2

(
(0, t1);V

)
,

and furthermore:
∂T̂

∂t
∈ L2

(
(0, t1);V −1

)
.

The interested reader is referred to [106, Theorem 23.A] for an extensive treatment of
the subject. Finally it remains to test upon v ∈W :

d

dt
(T, v) + a(T, v) + (α̂T, v)∂Ω =

K∑
k=1

pk(t)(1Ωk , v) + (α̂g, v)∂Ω, ∀v ∈W, (3.54)

where now T (x, t) is known. As W is K-dimensional (see Lemma 3.2) this problem
admits a unique solution and therefore the theorem is proved.

The statement corresponding to Theorem 3.8 but accounting for Dirichlet boundary
conditions is given next. Of course the proof can be obtained following the same line
of reasoning used in Theorem 3.8.
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3 Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

Theorem 3.9 (Dirichlet boundary conditions). Given:

1. T0 ∈ L2(Ω),

2. θk ∈ C0[0, t1] and θk(0) consistent with T0 (k = 1, . . . ,K),

3. g ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],H1/2(∂Ω)

)
,

there exist unique:

1. T̃ ∈ C0
(
[0, t1]; L2(Ω)

)
∩ L2

(
(0, t1); H1

0(Ω)
)
,

2. pk ∈ C0[0, t1] (k = 1, . . . ,K),

such that:

d

dt
(T̃ , v) + a(T̃ , v) =

K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v)− a(g̃, v)∂Ω ∀v ∈ H1
0(Ω), (3.55a)

T (x, 0) = T0(x), (3.55b)

(T,1Ωk) = θk(t)|Ωk| k = 1, . . . ,K, (3.55c)

with g̃ ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],H1(Ω)

)
arbitrary extension of g ∈ C0

(
[0, t1],H1/2(∂Ω)

)
.

3.3 Well posedness of the coupled system

To conclude Chapter 3 the well posedness of an initial value problem on a given
time interval [0, t1] is discussed. The system taken into consideration is composed
of standard and thermally active electrical elements connected to a linear thermal
network. Define then:

p := [p1(t), . . . , pK(t)]T , (3.56)

to be the vector of the K Joule power densities, and:

θ := [θ1(t), . . . , θK(t)]T , (3.57)

to be the vector of the corresponding K junction temperatures. 1 Employing the DAE
formulation briefly introduced in Section 2.2 the electrical part of the system can be

1As already anticipated in Section 3.2, the boundary conditions for the PDE describing heat diffusion
are for analysis purpose prescribed in a more general manner than the one introduced in Chapter 2.
Thus (3.57) does not include any component referring to the environment temperature.
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formalized as:

AC
dq
dt

+ARr(ATRe,θ) +ALiL +AV iV +AI i(ATCe,θ) = 0,

dφ

dt
−ATLe = 0,

ATV e−V(t) = 0,

q− qC(ATCe) = 0,

φ− φL(iL) = 0,

(3.58)

where an additional dependence on junction temperatures is assumed for resistors and
controlled current sources. The electrical part has then to be complemented by the
balance of Joule power at the thermal network nodes:

|Ωk|pk −Wk(θ, e) = 0 k = 1, . . . ,K, (3.59)

by the thermal element interface conditions:

|Ωk|θk − (T,1Ωk) = 0 k = 1, . . . ,K, (3.60)

and by the PDE describing heat diffusion at the system level:

d

dt
(T, v) + a(T, v) + α̂(T, v)∂Ω −

K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v)− α̂(g, v)∂Ω = 0 ∀v ∈ H1(Ω). (3.61)

In (3.59) the functions Wk(θ, e) (k = 1, . . . ,K) account for the Joule power dissipated
by the thermally active electrical elements, and in practice they will be implicitly
constructed by the stamping procedure described in Chapter 5. Finally, even though
Robin boundary conditions are assumed for (3.61), all the analysis carried out in the
following can be easily generalized to the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, as
done in Section 3.2.

Assumptions on the electrical part The electrical part (3.58) is supposed in the
following to be index-1 for any given:

θ ∈ C0[0, t1] .

Defining QC to be the orthogonal projector onto the kernel of ATC and PC := I−QC to
be its complement, then sufficient conditions to fulfill the index-1 requirement are [29]:

1. ker(AC , AR, AV )T = {0} , kerQTCAV = {0} ,

2. i(ATCe,θ) uniformly continuous in θ and Lipschitz continuous in ATCe,

3. V(·) continuous,
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4. φL(·) and qC(·) differentiable functions of their arguments,

5.
∂qC(ATCe)
∂(ATCe)

,
∂φL(iL)
∂(iL)

positive definite,

6. r(ATRe,θ) uniformly continuous in θ and differentiable in ATRe,

7.
∂r(ATRe,θ)
∂(ATRe)

positive definite and uniformly continuous in θ.

Notice that the extension of (3.58) to account for more general controlled sources
requires particular care if the index-1 hypothesis is to be preserved, see for instance [29].

Under these assumptions the existence and uniqueness of a global solution to an
initial value problem with consistent initial conditions on [0, t1] follows from standard
results [45, Theorem 15]. Furthermore, for each component of the solution in the time
interval [0, t1] a bound of the form:

|x(t)| ≤ |dA(θ(t))|+
∫ t

0

|dD(θ(τ))|dτ , (3.62)

holds, where dA(·) and dD(·) are continuous functions. Notice that the form of (3.62)
is due to the index-1 condition, thanks to which the time-derivatives of θ(t) do not
appear in the bound. In this case also the following a-priori bound (uniform in θ ∈ G)
can be shown to hold:

|x(t)| ≤ max
θ∈G
|dA(θ)|+ |t|max

θ∈G
|dD(θ)| , (3.63)

where G is a closed set, such that:

F :=
{

s ∈ RK : |s| ≤ max
t∈[0,t1]

|θ(t)|
}
⊆ G ⊆ RK . (3.64)

Assumptions on the thermal part The assumptions made on the thermal part of
the system are:

1. g(x, t) ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],L2(∂Ω)

)
,

2. Wk(·, ·) continuous function of its arguments (k = 1, . . . ,K),

Consistent initial conditions for the coupled problem To provide system (3.58-3.61)
with consistent initial conditions it is possible to prescribe arbitrarily:

1. T (x, 0) := T0(x) ∈ L2(Ω),

2. PCe(0),

3. iL(0).

Then:
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1. θ(0) is obtained from (3.60),

2. QCe(0), iV (0), φ(0), q(0) are computed from the algebraic constraints of (3.58),
once θ(0) is known,

3. p(0) is finally determined from (3.59).

Existence and uniqueness The existence and uniqueness of a solution to (3.58-3.61)
in a given time interval t ∈ [0, t1] is investigated in the next:

Theorem 3.10. Consider system (3.58-3.61) with the further hypothesis that:

1. there exist CW > 0 such that |Wk(θ, e)| ≤ CW for k = 1, . . . ,K.

Suppose furthermore that the assumptions outlined in the previous paragraphs on the
electrical and thermal part of the network are fulfilled. Then, given consistent initial
conditions, there exist a unique solution to an initial value problem on a given time
interval [0, t1] and:

1. PCe, iL, q and φ are differentiable,

2. QCe, iV , θ and p are continuous,

3. the regularity of the PDE solution is at least:

T ∈ L2
(
(0, t1),H1(Ω)

)
∩ C0

(
[0, t1],L2(Ω)

)
, (3.65)

while:
∂T

∂t
∈ L2

(
(0, t1),H−1(Ω)

)
, (3.66)

4. the energy estimate:

‖T (x, t)‖2L2(Ω) + η

∫ t

0

‖T (x, τ)‖2H1(Ω) dτ ≤ ‖T0(x)‖2L2(Ω) +
1
η

∫ t

0

S2dτ , (3.67)

holds for each t ∈ [0, t1] where:

S = S(CW, α̂,Ωk, g) := CW

K∑
k=1

√
|Ωk|+ α̂ ‖g(t)‖L2(∂Ω) . (3.68)

Proof. In the following the so-called Faedo-Galerkin method is exploited to construct
a sequence of DAE systems that approximate the PDAE system (3.58-3.61). The line
followed stems directly from the one usually employed to prove the well posedness of
parabolic PDEs casted in a weak formulation (see [75, Chapter 11, Theorem 11.1.1]).

That being said, since H1(Ω) is a separable Hilbert space it admits a complete
orthonormal basis {φj}j≥1. Define then:

V N := span{φ1, . . . , φN} . (3.69)
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Substitute the PDE appearing in (3.58-3.61) with the approximate problem:

d

dt
(TN , v)+a(TN , v)+α̂(TN , v)∂Ω−

K∑
k=1

pNk (1Ωk , v)−α̂(g, v)∂Ω = 0 ∀v ∈ V N , (3.70)

where N ≥ K in order to fullfill the constraints imposed by (3.60). Writing:

TN (x, t) :=
N∑
s=1

cNs (t)φs(x) , (3.71)

then (3.70) results to be equivalent to:

M
dcN

dt
+AcN −BpN − FN (t) = 0 . (3.72)

where the stiffness and mass matrices are defined as:

M ∈ RN×N with
[
Mij

]
:= [(φi, φj)] ,

A ∈ RN×N with [Aij ] := [a(φj , φi) + α̂(φj , φi)∂Ω] ,

B ∈ RN×K with [Bij ] := [(1Ωk , φi)] ,

(3.73)

while the known vector FN reads:

FN ∈
[
C0[0, t1]

]N with [FNi ] := [α̂(g, φi)∂Ω] . (3.74)

Finally the unknown vectors in (3.72) are:

pN (t) := [pN1 (t), . . . , pNK(t)]T ,

cN (t) := [cN1 (t), . . . , cNN (t)]T .
(3.75)

Similarly it is possible to substitute (3.71) in (3.60) and obtain the equivalent system:

ΩθN −BT cN = 0 , (3.76)

where:
Ω ∈ RK×K with Ω := diag(|Ω1|, . . . , |ΩK |) , (3.77)

and:
θN (t) := [θN1 (t), . . . , θNK(t)]T . (3.78)

Reformulating (3.59) in matrix notation:

ΩpN −W(θN , eN ) = 0 , (3.79)

with:
W (θN , eN ) := [W1(θN , eN ), . . . ,WK(θN , eN )]T , (3.80)
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3.3 Well posedness of the coupled system

it is possible to write the DAE system approximating (3.58-3.61) as:

AC
dqN

dt
+ARr(ATReN ,θN ) +ALiNL +AV iNV +AI i(ATCeN ,θN ) = 0 ,

dφN

dt
−ATLeN = 0 ,

ATV eN −V(t) = 0 ,

qN − qC(ATCeN ) = 0 ,

φN − φL(iNL ) = 0 ,

ΩpN −W(θN , eN ) = 0 ,

ΩθN −BT cN = 0 ,

M
dcN

dt
+AcN −BpN − FN (t) = 0 .

(3.81)

Notice that M can be inverted as it is positive definite. Thus (3.72) defines an explicit
differential equation for the variable cN :

dcN

dt
= −M−1

[
AcN −BpN − FN (t)

]
. (3.82)

From (3.76) it holds:
θN = Ω−1BT cN , (3.83)

due to the regularity of Ω. Differentiating (3.83) and taking into account (3.82) the
following explicit differential equation is obtained for θN :

dθN

dt
= Ω−1BT

dcN

dt
= −Ω−1BTM−1

[
AcN −BpN − FN (t)

]
. (3.84)

Substituting (3.83) into (3.58) reads:

AC
dq
dt

+ARr̂(ATRe, cN ) +ALiL +AV iV +AI î(ATCe, cN ) = 0,

dφ

dt
−ATLe = 0,

ATV e−V(t) = 0,

q− qC(ATCe) = 0,

φ− φL(iL) = 0,

(3.85)

where:
r̂(ATRe, cN ) := r(ATRe,Ω−1BT cN ) ,

î(ATCe, cN ) := i(ATCe,Ω−1BT cN ) .
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3 Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

The assumptions on the electrical part of the system ensure that only one differentia-
tion of (3.85) is needed to derive, through appropriate algebraic manipulations, a set of
explicit differential equations for the variables e, q, φ, iL and iV . Finally from (3.79)
it stems:

pN = Ω−1W(θN , eN ) .

Even here only one differentiation is necessary to derive an explicit differential equation
for pN . The index of system (3.81) results then to be one.

Defining the orthogonal projection:

PN : L2(Ω)→ V N , (3.86)

it is possible to derive a set of consistent initial conditions for (3.81). In fact, it just
suffices to define the initial conditions for the approximate problem (3.70) as:

TN0 := PN (T0) , (3.87)

and proceed as done in the original PDAE system. Notice that the initial condition
for system (3.72) equivalent to (3.87) is given by the solution of the linear system:

(McN (0))j = (T0, φj) j = 1, . . . , N . (3.88)

As consistent initial conditions have been obtained, then (3.81) admits a unique global
solution [45].

To proceed with the Faedo-Galerkin method it is necessary at this point to recover,
for all the variables in (3.81), upper bounds in L2(0, t1) that are independent of N .
These bounds will be employed afterwards to pass to the weak-limit N → ∞ and
determine then a solution to the initial PDAE system. Due to the hypothesis made
on the boundedness of |Wk(·, ·)| it is convenient to start from the thermal part of the
network, noticing that:

pNk ∈ C0[0, t1] ⊂ L2(0, t1) k = 1, . . . ,K,

cNk ∈ C1[0, t1] ⊂ H1(0, t1) k = 1, . . . ,K,

hold, from which it follows naturally:

TN ∈ H1
(
(0, t1),H1(Ω)

)
. (3.89)

Choosing TN as a test function in (3.70) gives:(
d

dt
TN , TN

)
+a(TN , TN )+ α̂(TN , TN )∂Ω =

K∑
k=1

pNk (1Ωk , T
N )+ α̂(g, TN )∂Ω . (3.90)

Exploiting the coercivity of the bilinear form it is possible to obtain:

1
2
d

dt

∥∥TN∥∥2

L2(Ω)
+η

∥∥TN∥∥2

H1(Ω)
≤
(
d

dt
TN , TN

)
+a(TN , TN )+ α̂(TN , TN )∂Ω , (3.91)
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3.3 Well posedness of the coupled system

while from the continuity of the right hand side in (3.90) and the hypothesis on the
boundedness of |Wk(e,θ)| (k = 1, . . . ,K) follows:

K∑
k=1

pNk (1Ωk , T
N ) + α̂(g, TN )∂Ω ≤

(
CW

K∑
k=1

√
|Ωk|+ α̂ ‖g(t)‖L2(∂Ω)

)∥∥TN (t)
∥∥

L2(Ω)
.

(3.92)
Defining:

S(CW, α̂,Ωk, g) := CW

K∑
k=1

√
|Ωk|+ α̂ ‖g(t)‖L2(∂Ω) (3.93)

and combining (3.91) with (3.92) it is possible to obtain:

1
2
d

dt

∥∥TN (t)
∥∥2

L2(Ω)
+ η

∥∥TN (t)
∥∥2

H1(Ω)
≤ S(CW, α̂,Ωk, g)

∥∥TN (t)
∥∥

L2(Ω)
. (3.94)

Integrating over (0, t) with t ∈ (0, t1), employing Young’s inequality and taking into
account that:

‖TN0 ‖L2(Ω) ≤ ‖T0‖L2(Ω) , (3.95)

as TN0 is a projection of T0 onto a finite dimensional space, it follows then:

∥∥TN (t)
∥∥2

L2(Ω)
+ η

∫ t

0

∥∥TN (τ)
∥∥2

H1(Ω)
dτ ≤ ‖T0‖2L2(Ω) +

1
η

∫ t

0

S2dτ . (3.96)

The sequence TN is thus bounded in L2
(
(0, t1),H1(Ω)

)
∩ L∞

(
(0, t1),L2(Ω)

)
and

from (3.59) it is trivial to infer that also pN is bounded in the L2(0, t1) sense. From (3.60)
it is possible to obtain, after some algebra:

|θNk (t)|2 ≤ 1
|Ωk|2

‖TN (t)‖2L2(Ω) k = 1, . . . ,K,

and derive an upper bound in L2(0, t1) for θN by means of (3.96):

|θNk (t)|2 ≤ 1
|Ωk|2

[
‖T0‖2L2(Ω) +

1
η

∫ t1

0

S2dτ
]

k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.97)

Also this bound does not depend on N . It is now possible to define:

Cθ := max
k=1,...,K

( 1
|Ωk|2

[
‖T0‖2L2(Ω) +

1
η

∫ t1

0

S2dτ
])

,

and then:
G :=

{
s ∈ RK : |s| ≤

√
Cθ

}
.

As G does not depend on N and fulfills condition (3.64) then the bound on the vari-
ables of the electrical part is derived from (3.63). Notice that this is possible in this
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3 Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

framework due to the index-1 hypothesis made on (3.58). Finally, due to the continuity
of the non-linear functions in (3.81) also the terms:

rN := r(ATReN ,θN ) , iN := i(ATCeN ,θN ) ,

qNC := qC(ATCeN ) , φNL := φL(iNL ) ,

WN := W(θN , eN ) ,

are bounded in the L2(0, t1) norm by a constant that is independent of N . At this point
upper bounds for every entity in (3.81) have been determined. Hence it is possible to
select a subsequence (still denoted with the N super-script) in which (see e.g. [60]):

• TN converges in the weak* topology of L∞
(
(0, t1),L2(Ω)

)
,

• TN converges weakly in L2
(
(0, t1),H1(Ω)

)
,

• eN , iNL , qN , φN , iNV , pN and θN converge weakly in the L2(0, t1) sense,

• rN , iN , qNC , φNL and WN converge weakly in the L2(0, t1) sense.

Anyhow, to exploit weak convergence properties in order to construct a solution to
the original PDAE system it is still necessary to prove that:

rN ⇀ r(ATRe,θ) , iN ⇀ i(ATCe,θ) ,

qNC ⇀ qC(ATCe) , φNL ⇀ φL(iL) ,

WN ⇀ W(θ, e) ,

when:
eN ⇀ e , iNL ⇀ iL , θN ⇀ θ .

This will be shown in the following taking advantage of regularity results that hold for
the PDE part of this system. Indeed it will turn out that the convergence of the DAE
part of (3.58-3.61) is to be intended at least pointwise.

Let us start then multiplying the first term at the left hand side in (3.70) by:

Ψ ∈ C1([0, t1]) , Ψ(t1) = 0 ,

and integrating by parts (j = 1, . . . , N):∫ t1

0

(
dTN

dt
(τ), φj

)
Ψ(τ)dτ = −

∫ t1

0

(
TN (τ), φj

) dΨ
dt

(τ)dτ − (TN0 , φj)Ψ(0) . (3.98)

Passing to the limit in (3.70), choosing an arbitrary N0 ≥ K and recalling that TN0
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3.3 Well posedness of the coupled system

converges in L2(Ω) to T0 while pNk converges in L2(0, t1) to pk, it is finally obtained:

−
∫ t1

0

(T (τ), φj)
dΨ
dt

(τ)dτ − (T0, φj)Ψ(0) +
∫ t1

0

a(T, φj)Ψ(τ)dτ

+
∫ t1

0

α̂(T (τ), φj)∂ΩΨ(τ)dτ =
∫ t1

0

K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , φj)Ψ(τ)dτ

+
∫ t1

0

α̂(g, φj)∂ΩΨ(τ)dτ j = 1, . . . , N0.

(3.99)

Since the linear combinations of φj are dense in H1(Ω), then (3.99) can be written
equivalently testing on each v ∈ H1(Ω). Thus, following the reasoning in [75, Chap-
ter11, pag.368]:

T (x, t) ∈ L2
(
(0, t1),H1(Ω)

)
∩ L∞

(
(0, t1),L2(Ω)

)
, (3.100)

fullfills (3.61) with pk (k = 1, . . . ,K) as source terms. From (3.100) it follows also:

T (x, t) ∈ L2
(
(0, t1),H1(Ω)

)
∩H1

(
(0, t1),H−1(Ω)

)
, (3.101)

and using the arguments in [75, Chapter 11, pag.369] and [68, pag.23]:

T ∈ C0
(
[0, t1],L2(Ω)

)
,

∂T

∂t
∈ L2

(
(0, t1),H−1(Ω)

)
. (3.102)

Define:
∆TN (t) := TN (t)− T (t) , ∆pNk (t) := pNk (t)− pk(t) .

Subtracting (3.61) from (3.70) and choosing ∆TN (t) as a test function reads:

1
2
d

dt
‖∆TN‖2L2(Ω) + a(∆TN ,∆TN ) + α̂‖∆TN‖2L2(∂Ω) =

K∑
k=1

∆pNk (1Ωk ,∆T
N ) .

Integrating over (0, t) and exploiting the coercivity of the bilinear form it is then
possible to obtain the following inequality:∥∥∆TN (t)

∥∥2

L2(Ω)
≤ ∆KN (t) N→∞−−−−→ 0 , (3.103)

with:

∆KN (t) :=
∥∥∆TN (0)

∥∥2

L2(Ω)
+ 2

K∑
k=1

[∫ t

0

∆pNk (τ)(1Ωk ,∆T
N (τ))dτ

]
.

As both sides of (3.103) are continuous, this inequality holds also in the form:

max
t∈[0,t1]

∥∥∆TN (t)
∥∥2

L2(Ω)
≤ max
t∈[0,t1]

∆KN (t) N→∞−−−−→ 0 .
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3 Analysis of a coupled electro-thermal system

Introducing ∆θNk := θNk (t)− θk(t) and noticing that:

max
t∈[0,t1]

|∆θNk (t)|2 ≤ 1
|Ωk|2

max
t∈[0,t1]

∥∥∆TN (t)
∥∥2

L2(Ω)
k = 1, . . . ,K,

it follows that the convergence of θN to θ is not only weak, but uniform. Then, due
to the stability properties of (3.58) the electrical variables also converge to their limit
uniformly and not only weakly. In particular it can be inferred that:

• PCe, iL, q and φ are differentiable,

• QCe and iV are continuous.

As at this point e and θ are known to be continuous, then it follows that WN converges
to W pointwise and thus p is also continuous.

Finally it remains to show that T (x, 0) = T0(x) in order to prove that the con-
structed solution actually solves the initial value problem prescribed in the beginning.
Multiplying (3.61) by:

Ψ ∈ C1([0, t1]) , Ψ(t1) = 0 ,

and integrating by parts it follows:

−
∫ t1

0

(T (τ), v)
dΨ
dt

(τ)dτ − (T (0), v)Ψ(0) +
∫ t1

0

a(T, v)Ψ(τ)dτ

+
∫ t1

0

α̂(T (τ), v)∂ΩΨ(τ)dτ =
∫ t1

0

K∑
k=1

pk(1Ωk , v)Ψ(τ)dτ

+
∫ t1

0

α̂(g, v)∂ΩΨ(τ)dτ ∀v ∈ H1(Ω),

(3.104)

thus, taking Ψ(0) = 1:

(T (0)− T0, v) = 0 ∀v ∈ H1(Ω) . (3.105)

This implies T (x, 0) = T0(x), and proves the existence and uniqueness of a solution to
a prescribed initial value problem for system (3.58-3.61).

Chapter summary In this chapter the well-posedness of the thermal element model
established in Part I has been addressed. The results on the elliptic problem validate
a possible implementation of the thermal element in admittance or conductance form,
while the ones on the parabolic problem ensure the well-posedness of the model before
a suitable time discretization has been adopted. Finally existence and uniqueness of a
solution to the whole PDAE system has been proved in the case of an index 1 electrical
network. This provides a sound theoretical basis to the solution approach that will be
presented in Part III.
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Part III

Numerical Discretization
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4
Patched mesh method

As seen in Chapter 1 thermal effects at the system level occur at largely different space
scales. Thus, in order to be effectively employed, the thermal element presented in
Chapter 2 requires to be space-discretized by a method that efficiently handles the
treatment of multiscale issues.

In the current chapter an approach of such a kind, included among the Galerkin-type
approximations and regardable as a “patched” finite element method, is introduced. In
Section 4.1 the definition of an appropriate patched space is therefore given, together
with some interpolation estimates. Then in Section 4.2 the approximation of a model
diffusion-reaction PDE is treated. Even though for the sake of simplicity a case with
only one patch domain is used, all the major merits and flaws of the method are clearly
underlined. Furthermore a direct and iterative procedure to the solution of the discrete
problem as well as their algebraic structure are presented. Finally, the interested reader
will find in Appendix D an extension of this patched method devised to resolve layers in
the case of reaction-dominant PDEs. 1 Though belonging to the class of Shishkin-mesh
approach, this extension overcomes the difficulty of generating a structured conforming
mesh for general domain geometries employing instead overlapping grids. A model 1D
problem is used to introduce the novel method and analyze it in details and then
a sound extension to 2D case and complex geometries is provided together with an
illustrative example.

4.1 Patched space definition and interpolation estimates

The aim of this section is to introduce a particular finite element space that allows
for the discretization of diffusion-reaction PDEs on unstructured, overlapping, non-
nested grids and provide then a generalization of the usual a-priori estimates. As

1The choice to present this extension in an appendix chapter stems from the fact that, though
theoretically usable to space discretize the thermal element defined in Chapter 2, no numerical
example employing this method will be presented in Part IV.
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4 Patched mesh method

it will be seen in Chapter 5 this will be the method of choice to space-discretize
the PDE appearing in the constitutive relations of the thermal element presented in
Chapter 2. Notice that the patched finite element space was firstly proposed by Wagner
et al. in [40, 41, 76, 77, 96] and is in this thesis generalized to account for an arbitrary
hierarchical structure of the patched domains. The aim of this extension is to follow
closely the current trend towards the hierarchical design of ICs [83], associating each
functional unity with a grid that gets coarser or finer depending on the “depth level”
of the functional unity itself in the design hierarchy.

Triangulation, triangular finite element spaces, projection operators To begin with,
some basic notions that constitute the core of the patches of finite element approach
are gathered in the following. The first one, i.e. the definition of a triangulation over
a polygonal domain, is peculiar to every finite element method:

Definition 4.1 (Triangulation). Assume Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3) to be a polygonal domain
and h ∈ R+. Then Th = {K1,K2, . . .} is said to be a triangulation of Ω̄ if:

Ω̄ =
⋃
K∈Th

K, (4.1)

and furthermore each K ∈ Th satisfies the following properties:

1. K is a triangle (d = 2) or a tetrahedron (d = 3) with int(K) 6= ∅,

2. int(Ki) ∩ int(Kj) = ∅, ∀Ki 6= Kj ∈ Th,

3. If S = Ki ∩Kj 6= ∅, then S is a common face, side or vertex of Ki and Kj,

4. diam(K) < h, ∀K ∈ Th.

Definition 4.2 (Regular triangulation). Define:

hK := diam(K) , ρK := sup diam(SK), (4.2)

where SK is a ball contained in K. Then a family of triangulations {Th}h>0, is called
regular if ∃ ε ≥ 1 such that:

max
K∈Th

hK
ρK
≤ ε ∀h > 0. (4.3)

Starting from the triangulation Th it is then possible to determine a class of finite
dimensional spaces (usually referred to as triangular finite element spaces) which result
in a piecewise-polynomial approximation of H1(Ω) and H1

0(Ω):

Xs
h(Ω) :=

{
wh ∈ C0(Ω̄), such that wh|K ∈ Ps ∀K ∈ Th

}
⊂ H1(Ω),

Zsh(Ω) := {wh ∈ Xs
h(Ω), such that wh|∂Ω = 0} ⊂ H1

0(Ω),
(4.4)

where Ps denotes the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to s ≥ 1. The
reader interested in a broad treatment of this subject is referred to [110], where finite
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4.1 Patched space definition and interpolation estimates

element classes other than triangular are also introduced. Finally it can be noticed
that, as Xs

h(Ω) is a closed subspace of H1(Ω) and L2(Ω), it is possible to define the
following orthogonal projection operators [75, Chapter 3]:

P s0,h : L2(Ω)→ Xs
h(Ω),

P s1,h : H1(Ω)→ Xs
h(Ω).

(4.5)

Patched space definition Making use of the concept of triangulation and of the defi-
nitions (4.4) of triangular finite element, it is now possible to rigorously define a patched
finite element space. As already anticipated, this space is constructed upon a set of
overlapping, possibly non-nested triangulations. It is therefore necessary to properly
define the set of polygonal domains from which these triangulations are stemming.

Definition 4.3 (Set of hierarchical families of domains). Assume Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 2, 3)
to be a polygonal domain. Consider the following families of polygonal domains:

Υ0 = {Ω0
1} ,

Υ1 = {Ω1
1, . . . ,Ω

1
N1
} ,

. . .

Υm = {Ωm1 , . . . ,ΩmNm} ,

. . .

ΥM = {ΩM1 , . . . ,ΩMNM } .

(4.6)

The overall set:
Ξ := {Υ0,Υ1, . . . ,Υm, . . . ,ΥM} , (4.7)

is defined to be the set of hierarchical families of domains. In (4.7):

m ∈ (0, . . . ,M), (4.8)

is the index identifying each family, while (M + 1) is the number of families. The
following properties are required:

1. For m = 0 it must be N0 = 1 and Ω0
1 ≡ Ω.

2. For m = 0, . . . ,M then:

int(Ωmk ) 6= ∅ k = 1, . . . , Nm . (4.9)

3. For m = 1, . . . ,M then:

Ω̄mk ∩ Ω̄mj = ∅ ∀k 6= j ∈ (1, . . . , Nm) . (4.10)
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Figure (4.1): Example of a possible set of hierarchical domains (left) and of the asso-
ciated tree structure (right). The three families of domains are circled
in red. Notice that the domains are all rectangles and overlap with each
other.

4. For m = 1, . . . ,M then:

∃! j : Ω̄mk ⊂ int(Ωm−1
j ) ∀k ∈ (1, . . . , Nm) . (4.11)

The polygonal domains Ωmk introduced in Definition 4.3 are feasible to be organized
in a hierarchical tree structure, as shown in Figure 4.1. With this respect the index m
represents a sort of depth index. Roughly speaking this index is often associated in the
application to an increasing demand of accuracy so that the greater the index m is,
the more are the details required in the subsets Ωmk ⊂ Ω. Notice that due to (4.10) the
closure of the domains inside the same family are required not to intersect with each
other, while (4.11) states that the closure of each element of a given family should be
a subset of one (and only one) element of the family coming before in the hierarchy.
Furthermore from (4.11) it can be inferred that:

M⋃
m=1

(
Nm⋃
k=1

Ωmk

)
6= Ω . (4.12)

Examples of possible structures violating these hypothesis are given in Figure 4.2.
A space of patched finite element is then defined combining Definition 4.3 with the
concepts introduced before.

Definition 4.4 (Patched finite element space). Consider Ξ as in Definition 4.3. As-
sociate with each polygonal domain Ωmk a regular triangulation Th(m, k). The space of
patched finite element is then defined as:

V := Xs
h(Ω0

1) +
M⋃
m=1

(
Nm⋃
k=1

Y sh (Ωmk )

)
, (4.13)
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4.1 Patched space definition and interpolation estimates

Figure (4.2): Example of possible domains violating the hypothesis of Definition 4.3.
On the left Ω1

1 intersects with Ω1
2, thus violating (4.10), while in the cen-

ter (4.11) is violated as Ω2
1 * Ω1

1. Finally on the right Ω1
1 is not permitted

to share part of its boundary with Ω0
1 due to (4.11).

where:

Y sh (Ωmk ) :=
{
wh ∈ C0(Ω̄) : wh|Ωmk ∈ Z

s
h(Ωmk ) , supp(wh) ⊆ Ωmk

}
. (4.14)

Definition 4.4 is slightly more general than the ones usually found in literature (e.g.
in [77]), often restricted to a single level of patch domains (M = 1). Notice further-
more that the usual finite element space Xs

h(Ω) can be recovered setting M = 0. As
a last remark, it should be stressed that the characteristic lengths h of the triangula-
tions Th(m, k) and the polynomial degrees s of the corresponding finite element spaces
depend on the indices m and k, that is to say:

h = h(m, k) , s = s(m, k) . (4.15)

Nevertheless, to ease the notation, this dependence was hidden in (4.13). Finally an
extension of the usual interpolation estimates to the case of hierarchical patches is
given in the next:

Lemma 4.1 (Interpolation estimates). Consider a function u ∈ Hq(Ω) with:

q := max
m,k

(s) + 1 , (4.16)

defined as:

u :=
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

ũmk

)
, (4.17)

where ũ0
1 ∈ Hq(Ω0

1), while ũmk |Ωmk ∈ Hq
0(Ωmk ) and supp(ũmk ) ⊆ Ωmk for m ≥ 1. Defining
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the operators: 2

P0(u) :=
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

P s0,hũ
m
k

)
,

P1(u) :=
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

P s1,hũ
m
k

)
.

(4.18)

then the following estimates hold:

‖u− P0(u)‖L2(Ω) ≤ C

M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

hs+1(k,m) |ũmk |Hq(Ωmk )

)
,

‖u− P1(u)‖H1(Ω) ≤ C

M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

hs(k,m) |ũmk |Hq(Ωmk )

)
,

(4.19)

where | · |Hq(Ωmk ) denotes the seminorm of Hq(Ωmk ).

Proof. By construction it follows:

‖u− P0(u)‖L2(Ω) =

∥∥∥∥∥
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

ũmk

)
−

M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

P s0,hũ
m
k

)∥∥∥∥∥
L2(Ω)

=

∥∥∥∥∥
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

ũmk − P s0,hũmk

)∥∥∥∥∥
L2(Ω)

≤
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

∥∥ũmk − P s0,hũmk ∥∥L2(Ω)

)

≤ C

M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

hs+1(k,m) |ũmk |Hq(Ωmk )

)
,

(4.20)

the last line stemming from standard interpolation results [75, Chapter 3]. Similar
considerations hold true for ‖u− P1(u)‖H1(Ω).

4.2 Approximation of diffusion-reaction equations

In the following section an elliptic diffusion-reaction model problem will be approxi-
mated on a patched finite element space. For the sake of simplicity a case involving
only one patch domain is considered. Pros and cons of the method as well as its
abstract collocation and algebraic formulation are commented in details.

2To ease the notation P s
0,hũ

m
k is intended as P s

0,h( ũm
k

˛̨
Ωm
k

)
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4.2 Approximation of diffusion-reaction equations

Elliptic model problem and abstract discrete formulation Consider the two families
of domains:

Υ0 := {Ω0
1 ≡ Ω} , Υ1 := {Ω1

1} , (4.21)

and the set Ξ as in Definition 4.3. Furthermore define an elliptic diffusion-reaction
operator L and the associated conormal derivative as in Section 3.1. Then the model
problem considered next reads:

Lu(x) = f1(x) + f2(x) in Ω0
1 ≡ Ω,

∂u(x)
∂ nL

= α̂
(
u(x)− g(x)

)
on ∂Ω0

1 ≡ ∂Ω,
(4.22)

where α̂ is a given constant and:

f1, f2 ∈ L2(Ω0
1) , supp(f2) ⊆ Ω1

1 , g ∈ L2(∂Ω0
1) . (4.23)

Passing to the associated weak formulation, problem (4.22) asks for finding u ∈ H1(Ω0
1)

such that:

a(u, v) + α̂(u, v)∂Ω0
1

= (f1 + f2, v) + α̂(g, v)∂Ω0
1

∀v ∈ H1(Ω0
1), (4.24)

where the scalar products and bilinear form are defined in Section 3.1. Consider the
patched finite element space:

V = Xs
H(Ω0

1) + Y sh (Ω1
1). (4.25)

A Galerkin type approximation of (4.24) is obtained casting the problem on a finite
dimensional subspace of H1(Ω0

1) [75, Chapter 5]. In the case at hand this approximation
asks for finding uHh ∈ V such that:

a(uHh, vHh) + α̂(uHh, vHh)∂Ω0
1

= (f1 + f2, vHh) + α̂(g, vHh)∂Ω0
1

∀vHh ∈ V. (4.26)

Notice that the existence and uniqueness of a solution to this problem are directly
inferred from Theorem 3.1. Furthermore the following a-priori estimate, known as
Céa lemma, holds:

‖u− uHh‖ ≤
γ

η
inf
v∈V
‖u− v‖, (4.27)

where γ and η are respectively the continuity and coercivity constants of the bilinear
form a(·, ·). Combining (4.27) with the interpolation estimates of the previous section it
is possible to prove the convergence of the patches of finite element method and, under
suitable assumptions, give an a-priori error estimates. This procedure was already
performed in [96, Proposition 1.1] for the model problem considered in this section,
involving a single patch.

In order to generalize it to account for the hierarchical structure devised in Defini-
tion 4.4 it will be necessary to resort to a partition of Ω into a set of non-overlapping
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4 Patched mesh method

subdomains. This partition can be easily obtained on the base of Definition 4.3 intro-
ducing the set of indices that identify the subsets of a generic element Ωmk :

∆m
k :=


{
j ∈ {1, . . . , Nm+1} | Ωm+1

j ⊂ Ωmk
}

m = 0, . . . ,M − 1,

∅ m = M.
(4.28)

Notice that it may happen ∆m
k to be equal to the empty set even if m 6= M . Given

∆m
k it is possible to define:

Θm
k :=


⋃
j∈∆m

k
Ωm+1
j if ∆m

k 6= ∅ ,

∅ otherwise ,
(4.29)

to be the union of the subdomains contained in Ωmk and:

Ψm
k :=

Ωmk \ Θ̄m
k if Θm

k 6= ∅ ,

Ωmk otherwise ,
(4.30)

to be the complementary of Θm
k with respect to Ωmk . Notice that:

{Ψm
k , m = 0, . . . ,M ; k = 1, . . . , Nm} ,

constitutes the searched partition of Ω. In the following:

Γmk := Θ̄m
k ∩ Ψ̄m

k , (4.31)

will denote the “internal” boundary of Ψm
k . Given these definitions it is then possible

to provide the following:

Theorem 4.1 (A-priori error estimate). Denote u ∈ H1
0(Ω) to be the solution of the

problem:
a(u, v) = (f, v) ∀v ∈ H1

0(Ω), (4.32)

where the bilinear form a and the function f satisfy the requirements of Theorem 3.1.
Consider uh to be the corresponding approximation obtained on the patched space de-
fined in (4.13). Under these assumptions the patches of finite element method is con-
vergent. If moreover the exact solution u ∈ Hq(Ω) with:

q := max
m,k

(s) + 1 , (4.33)

then the following error estimate holds:

‖u− uh‖H1(Ω) ≤ C
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

hs(k,m) ‖u‖Hq(Ψmk )

)
, (4.34)

where the constant C is independent of u and of the mesh characteristic lengths h(k,m).
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4.2 Approximation of diffusion-reaction equations

Proof. Consider the partition of Ω defined in (4.30). As Γmk is Lipschitz, Stein extension
theorem [1] ensures the existence of a bounded extension operator:

Emk : Hq(Ψm
k )→ Hq(Ωmk ) , (4.35)

for all v ∈ Hq(Ψm
k ). Notice that Emk (v)|Γmk = v|Γmk in the sense of traces. It is then

possible to recursively define for each:

m = 0, . . . ,M,
k = 1, . . . , Nm,

the function ũmk with supp(ũmk ) ⊆ Ωmk as ũmk |Ωmk := Emk (ûmk |Ψmk ) if:

∥∥Emk (ûmk |Ψmk )
∥∥

Hq(Ψnj )
≤ ‖ûmk ‖Hq(Ψnj )

∀n > m ,
∀j in the subtrees of Ωmk ,

(4.36)

and ũmk |Ωmk := ûmk |Ωmk otherwise, where:

ûmk :=


u if m = 0 ,

u−
∑
n<m

Nn∑
j=1

ũnj

 if m ≥ 1 .
(4.37)

It follows then by construction that:

u =
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

ũmk

)
. (4.38)

The (possibly non-unique) decomposition defined in (4.38) fullfills the requirements
of Lemma 4.1 since ũ0

1 ∈ Hq(Ω0
1) and ũmk |Ωmk ∈ Hq

0(Ωmk ) for m ≥ 1. Furthermore, it
follows from the definition of ũmk and from the boundedness of Emk that:

‖ũmk ‖Hq(Ωmk ) ≤ C ‖u‖Hq(Ψmk ) , (4.39)

where C is a generic constant independent of u. Introduce ũh ∈ V to be the function
defined as:

ũh :=
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

P s1,h(ũmk )

)
, (4.40)

and set vh := uh − ũh. By the definition of Galerkin method it follows that:

a(u, vh) = a(uh, vh) , (4.41)

and combining (4.41) with the definition of vh ∈ V leads to:

a(vh, vh) = a(u− ũh, vh) . (4.42)
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4 Patched mesh method

Employing the Cauchy -Schwarz inequality it is thus possible to state:

‖uh − ũh‖H1(Ω) ≤ ‖u− ũh‖H1(Ω) , (4.43)

deriving then the following relation:

‖u− uh‖H1(Ω) ≤ ‖u− ũh‖H1(Ω) + ‖uh − ũh‖H1(Ω) ≤ 2 ‖u− ũh‖H1(Ω) , (4.44)

by an application of the triangle inequality. At this point it is possible to apply
Lemma 4.1 to the right hand side of (4.44) obtaining:

‖u− uh‖H1(Ω) ≤ C
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

hs(k,m) |ũmk |Hq(Ωmk )

)
. (4.45)

Finally, substituting (4.39) into (4.45) gives:

‖u− uh‖H1(Ω) ≤ C
M∑
m=0

(
Nm∑
k=1

hs(k,m) ‖u‖Hq(Ψmk )

)
. (4.46)

Notice that the assumption to take into account in Theorem 4.1 a problem casted
on H1

0(Ω) results not to be restrictive. In fact the error estimate can be extended
to boundary conditions other than homogeneous Dirichlet ones employing standard
functional analysis techniques [75, Chapter 6].

Returning to our model problem, the task to derive a closed system of algebraic
equations from (4.26) requires a set of basis function for the finite dimensional space
V to be constructed. Unfortunately this is generally far from being trivial. The
difficulty lies in the fact that the sum appearing in Definition 4.4 may not be a direct
sum: therefore in the case at hand it is not possible to construct a basis set for V
merging the usual sets of basis function of Xs

H(Ω0
1) and Y sh (Ω1

1) as their elements may
be linearly dependent. A thorough explanation of this topic can be found in [96], where
some means to measure an abstract angle between the two spaces are also provided.
In practice solving (4.26) having only a basis for Xs

H(Ω0
1) and Y sh (Ω1

1) requires either:

1. a particular care in the mesh generation phase, ensuring the sum appearing in
Definition 4.4 to be direct and therefore allowing the construction of a basis set
for V ,

2. the employment of a subspace iterative technique [77] to solve the discrete prob-
lem alternatively on Xs

H(Ω0
1) and Y sh (Ω1

1) until convergence has been achieved.

Mixed integrals In both the direct and iterative approach a delicate matter is con-
stituted by the numerical evaluation of the mixed integrals, i.e. of integrals where an
element of each basis set appear. Denoting with:

NH = dim
(
Xs
H(Ω0

1)
)

, Nh = dim
(
Y sh (Ω1

1)
)

, (4.47)
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4.2 Approximation of diffusion-reaction equations

then any function vHh ∈ V admits in fact the (possibly non-unique) representation:

vHh = vH + vh =
NH∑
j=1

VjΦj +
Nh∑
j=1

vjφj , (4.48)

where {Φj}j=1,...,NH is the set of basis function associated withXk
H(Ω0

1), while {φj}j=1,...,Nh

is the one associated with Y kh (Ω1
1). Considering then the evaluation of the following

expressions:

a(vHh,Φi) =
NH∑
j=1

Vja(Φj ,Φi) +
Nh∑
j=1

vj a(φj ,Φi) ,

a(vHh, φi) =
NH∑
j=1

Vj a(Φj , φi) +
Nh∑
j=1

vja(φj , φi) ,

(4.49)

it becomes evident that the boxed terms cannot be evaluated a-priori via a closed
formula, as they depend on the relative displacement between the two meshes. To
numerically evaluate these terms it is thus assumed in the following that the basis
functions {Φj} associated with the coarser grid can be expressed in the bilinear form
as their interpolation upon the finer grid:

Φj ≈
Nh∑
k=1

Rjkφk. (4.50)

In this way (4.49) is reduced to:

a(vHh,Φi) =
NH∑
j=1

Vja(Φj ,Φi) +
Nh∑
j=1

vj

Nh∑
k=1

Rika(φj , φk) ,

a(vHh, φi) =
NH∑
j=1

Vj

Nh∑
k=1

Rjka(φk, φi) +
Nh∑
j=1

vja(φj , φi) ,

(4.51)

which is an expression where no mixed terms appear. Notice that (4.50) is an arbitrary
assumption and other means of approximation are possible: for instance in [96] a
different approach is proposed that makes use of a third finer structured grid to evaluate
mixed terms.

Direct solution procedure If the computational meshes are generated in a way that
prevents the elements of different basis sets from being linearly dependent, then a
direct approach to the solution of the Galerkin problem is possible. 3 In this case

3In practice this will be always the case when fine meshes are generated independently and not as
a refinement of the coarser ones.
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representation (4.48) happens to be unique, so that (4.26) results to be equivalent to:

a(uHh,Φi) + α̂(uHh,Φi)∂Ω0
1

= (f1 + f2,Φi) + α̂(g,Φi)∂Ω0
1

i = 1, . . . , NH ,

a(uHh, φj) = (f1 + f2, φj) j = 1, . . . , Nh.
(4.52)

Notice that the boundary term has been removed when testing on Y sh (Ω1
1) basis func-

tions as the domain Ω1
1 is defined not to share any external boundary with Ω0

1 (see
Definition 4.3). Introducing thus the finite element matrices:

AC ∈ RNH×NH with AC =
[
aCij
]

=
[
a(Φj ,Φi)

]
,

MC ∈ RNH×NH with MC =
[
mC
ij

]
=
[
(Φj ,Φi)∂Ω0

1

]
,

AP ∈ RNh×Nh with AP =
[
aPij
]

=
[
a(φj , φi)

]
,

(4.53)

as well as the interpolation matrix:

R ∈ RNH×Nh with R =
[
Rij
]
, (4.54)

and the vectors:
uC =

[
U1, . . . , UNH

]
,

uP =
[
u1, . . . , uNh

]
,

(4.55)

it is possible to write the algebraic counterpart of (4.52) as:[
(AC + α̂MC) RAP

APR
T AP

][
uC
uP

]
=

[
bC
bP

]
, (4.56)

where bC and bP represent the right hand sides appearing in the first and second line
of (4.52) respectively.

Iterative solution procedure An iterative approach, comprised in the theoretical
framework of successive subspace corrections studied by Xu, Zikatanov and Huang [55,
101–103] and aiming at the solution of (4.26) when the linear independence of the
basis sets {Φj} and {φj} is not ensured, was firstly proposed in [39]. Though a
detailed discussion of this algorithm is out of the scope of the present chapter, it
is worth to point the interested reader to [39, 96] where the spectral analysis of the
iteration operator is given together with some considerations regarding the choice
of the optimal relaxation parameter and its effect on the solution method efficiency.
Notice that in the particular case where the sum in (4.13) is direct, then the iterative
method presented above reduces to a solution via the successive over-relaxation (SOR)
method [74, Chapter 4] of the linear system (4.56).
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Figure (4.3): Smooth and rapidly varying components of the solution and right hand
side appearing in Example 4.1. Notice the different scaling of the axis.

Example 4.1. Consider the problem [96, Chapter 1]:{
−∆u = f0 + f1 in Ω := (−1, 1)2,

u = 0 on ∂Ω .
(4.57)

The terms f0 and f1 appearing in the right hand side are constructed in such a way
that the analytical solution of (4.57) results to be:

u = u0 + u1, (4.58)

where:

u0 := cos
(π

2
x
)

cos
(π

2
y
)
,

u1 := η χ(R) exp
(
ε2f

)
exp

(
− 1
|ε2f −R2|

)
.

(4.59)
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Figure (4.4): Computational meshes employed in the numerical solution of prob-
lem (4.57). Notice that the ratio H/h is kept constant during the re-
finement.

In (4.59) χ(R) is a function defined as:

χ(R) :=

{
1 if R :=

√
x2 + y2 ≤ εf ,

0 otherwise.
(4.60)

while η and εf are parameters set to η = 10 and εf = 0.4. Plots of either the right
hand side and solution components are given in Figure 4.3.

To provide an illustration of Theorem 4.1 numerical approximations of (4.57) are
computed with either standard finite element and patches of finite element techniques.
The patch domain is defined to be Ω1

1 := (−0.4, 0.4)2, while the patched space is
constructed employing linear finite element for either the coarse and fine domain:

V := X1
H(Ω1

0) + Y 1
h (Ω1

1) . (4.61)

To characterize the accuracy of the method the relative error on the energy-norm is
taken as a figure of merit. The results obtained for a successive refinement of either
the coarse and fine triangulation (with constant ratio H/h ≈ 3.7) are reported in
Table 4.1, where efficiency is evaluated on the base of the total number of mesh nodes.
Figure 4.4 displays the first two couple of coarse-fine meshes appearing in Table 4.1.
Notice the constant ratio H/h maintained when refining both grids. Figure 4.5 shows
a log-scale plot of the relative energy-norm error against the characteristic length H
of the coarse mesh, where it is possible to observe:

1. a good agreement with the order-one error decay predicted by Lemma 4.1,

2. a drastic reduction of the relative a-norm error when employing the patches
method.
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Figure (4.5): Relative error on the energy-norm plotted against the characteristic length
of the coarse grid. Notice the good agreement with the linear decay pre-
dicted by Lemma 4.1.

Coarse mesh Patch mesh
H # nodes Reference error h # nodes Computed error

2.10523e-01 217 6.97059e-01 5.88522e-02 483(+217) 1.53944e-01
1.88050e-01 299 5.14016e-01 4.77519e-02 652(+299) 1.12352e-01
1.58422e-01 417 4.05275e-01 4.21864e-02 931(+417) 1.05469e-01
1.27898e-01 636 3.11364e-01 3.62168e-02 1432(+636) 8.15661e-02
1.08406e-01 848 2.69749e-01 2.98711e-02 1858(+848) 7.05245e-02
9.16620e-02 1209 2.43549e-01 2.46061e-02 2563(+1209) 6.37921e-02
7.58930e-02 1673 1.88854e-01 2.11124e-02 3777(+1673) 4.67773e-02
6.51516e-02 2237 1.88382e-01 1.72072e-02 5322(+2237) 4.04827e-02

Table (4.1): Results obtained from the numerical approximation of problem (4.57) with
a direct approach. The reference error is obtained considering standard
finite element on the coarse grid.
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As a last remark it is worth to note that the error obtained using the first couple of
coarse-fine grids (483+217 total mesh nodes) with the patch method is smaller than the
one obtained with standard finite element on the coarse grid having 2237 nodes. This
behavior suggests that the patches method permits a great reduction on the number
of unknowns for a fixed accuracy on the approximate solution of a diffusion-reaction
problem when multi-scale features appear.

Chapter summary In this chapter the patches of finite element method (firstly intro-
duced in literature by Wagner et al.) was presented as a proper approach towards the
discretization of the PDE appearing in the definition of the thermal element model
established in Chapter 2. As an original contribution, the method was extended to
cope with an arbitrary hierarchy of domains. A novel modification to this approach
devised to resolve internal and boundary layer in the case of reaction-dominant PDEs
will be addressed in Appendix D.
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5
Numerical solution of the coupled system

As the coupled electro-thermal system derived in Chapter 2 does not generally admit
closed-form solutions, the purpose of Chapter 5 is to outline a strategy to approximate
this solution numerically.

A first step toward this aim is given in Section 5.1 treating the discretization of
the full PDAE system. A general multi-step method is employed to time discretize
the system and provide a set of non-linear algebraic equations for each time point.
Some means to obtain efficiency improvements within this framework are referenced
here. In Section 5.2 it is shown how to solve non-linear algebraic equation systems
resorting to Newton’s method. In particular, a technique 1 to improve computational
efficiency in the case the non-linear equation system is to be assembled on a per
element basis is introduced and applied to the set of discretized equations derived in
Section 5.1. This contextualization permits to sketch the most commonly adopted
algorithmic structure in transient circuit simulation softwares, based on the concept
of elemental stamp. The latter is nothing but a table-like diagram that completely
characterize a particular element, uniquely defining its contributions to the Jacobian
and residual during each Newton’s iteration. To conclude the chapter, the stamp
associated with a linear thermal element is derived in Section 5.3 in the case the
method introduced in Chapter 4 is used to space discretize the PDE appearing in its
constitutive relations.

5.1 Discretization of the electro-thermal model

In Chapter 2 a model was proposed to describe electro-thermal effects at the system
level. The derivation of this model, merging the usual lumped description of elec-
trical device behavior with a spatially distributed description of thermal diffusion,
was mainly guided by the need to fit usual circuit simulator structures imposed by

1This technique is widely known as by-pass technique in the circuit simulation field.
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MNA. This effort led to the definition of a particular thermal element in Section 2.4,
embedding a PDE in its constitutive relations to properly describe thermal effects
occurring in a 2D/3D domain. The overall system of equations stemming from the
semi-discretized model was then formulated with the element-wise notation (2.39) (re-
ported below for easiness of reference) to stress the assembly-by-element structure still
shared with standard MNA:

M∑
m=1

Am
[
Dmṙm + Jm(ATmn, rm; t)

]
= 0 ,

Bmṙm + Qm(ATmn, rm; t) = 0 m = 1, . . . ,M.

(5.1)

When dealing with practical applications it is of course not feasible to search for
closed-form solutions of problem (5.1) in a time interval [0, t1] and supplied with con-
sistent initial conditions n(0) and rm(0): a suitable time discretization becomes thus
necessary to compute a numerical approximation of both n(t) and rm(t). This subject
is treated in the following, while a discussion concerning a proper space-discretization
of the thermal element is left to Section 5.3.

Time discretization Assume, for sake of simplicity, that a p-step linear multi-step
method of the form:

ẏ(tk) + f(y(tk), tk) ≈
p∑
j=0

αjy(tk−j) + h

p∑
j=0

βjf(y(tk−j), tk−j) = 0 (5.2)

is adopted to discretize (5.1), where the coefficients αj and βj depend on the partic-
ular method employed and the time step h is supposed to be constant (for a deeper
characterization of these methods and a description of usual initialization procedures
refer to [51,74]). Notice that the general concepts presented here would essentially still
hold if different time-stepping techniques (e.g. DIRK or ROW methods [51]) were to
be adopted, but the required modifications to the arguments presented below exceed
the scope of the present section. Assuming k > p, then a set of difference equations is
obtained when discretizing system (5.1) in agreement to (5.2). The balance part reads
then:

M∑
m=1

Am

[
Dm

p∑
j=0

αjrm(tk−j) + h

p∑
j=0

βjJm(ATmn(tk−j), rm(tk−j); tk−j)
]

= 0 , (5.3)

while the constitutive relation part becomes (m = 1, . . . ,M):

Bm

p∑
j=0

αjrm(tk−j) + h

p∑
j=0

βjQm(ATmn(tk−j), rm(tk−j); tk−j) = 0 . (5.4)

Defining:

J̃(k)
m (ATmn, rm) = Dmα0rm(tk) + hβ0 Jm(ATmn(tk), rm(tk); tk) ,

Q̃(k)
m (ATmn, rm) = Bmα0rm(tk) + hβ0 Qm(ATmn(tk), rm(tk); tk) ,

(5.5)
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5.1 Discretization of the electro-thermal model

and:

b(k)
m = Dm

p∑
j=1

αjrm(tk−j) + h

p∑
j=1

βjJm(ATmn(tk−j), rm(tk−j); tk−j) ,

c(k)
m = Bm

p∑
j=1

αjrm(tk−j) + h

p∑
j=1

βjQm(ATmn(tk−j), rm(tk−j); tk−j) ,

(5.6)

it is possible to divide quantities referring to the actual time instant tk from the ones
depending on previous time points. In this way system (5.3)-(5.4) can be rewritten in
the compact notation:

M∑
m=1

Am

[
J̃(k)
m (ATmn, rm) + b(k)

m

]
= 0

Q̃(k)
m (ATmn, rm) + c(k)

m = 0 m = 1, . . . ,M.

(5.7)

If the value of all variables at times tk−1, . . . , tk−p are known, (5.7) can be regarded
as a non-linear implicit system of equations that allows to compute the values of the
nodal variables and element internal variables at time tk.

Time step adaptivity, multi-rate techniques For easiness of exposition, the alge-
braic system of equations (5.7) is derived under the assumption that a constant time
step h is employed to time discretize (5.1). Even though a thorough analysis of the
topic is out of the scope of the present chapter, it should be noticed that this assump-
tion is generally too restrictive to be actually used in an industrial framework, where
computational efficiency is a major concern. Therefore, to fulfill the usually strict
performance requirements, some means to diminish the computational burden during
time integration were designed, which are mainly based on the two concepts of time
step adaptivity and multi-rate time integration. 2

The first class of methods tries to reach a smaller computational load resorting to
an adaption of the stepsize h based on an estimation of the local truncation error [12,
36, 81, 109]. In fact, as the equation systems stemming from electrical circuits are
usually stiff, the benefit of a larger stepsize (once the fast transients are exhausted)
greatly overcomes the cost of a numerical evaluation of the local truncation error
estimator in many situations. The second category of methods employs instead time-
scale separation techniques to integrate “slow” variables with a greater stepsize than
“fast” ones [9,59,63,99]. Multi-rate methods provide thus a major impact on efficiency
when the system under examination includes time constants that spans several orders
of magnitude. This results to be often the case for digital circuits subject to high
clock-rate or power circuits [72] switched at high frequency. Anyhow, although some
very promising results have been shown for particular applications [10], in general the

2Even though only time discretization is taken into account in this paragraph, other means to improve
simulation efficiency could be employed that address different aspects of the solution algorithm
(e.g. the strategy used to solve the non-linear system (5.7) ).
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5 Numerical solution of the coupled system

impact of state of the art multirate time-stepping approaches on the performance of
coupled electrothermal simulation still needs to be fully assessed through extensive
numerical tests on real life applications. Though out of the scope of the present work,
further research on this issue is warranted.

5.2 Solution of non-linear algebraic equation systems

To obtain an approximate solution to (5.7) a system of non-linear algebraic equations
has to be solved. This task is usually accomplished in circuit simulators resorting to
Newton-like methods, introduced in the following.

Newton’s method Consider the continuously differentiable function:

F : D ⊆ Rn → Rn . (5.8)

Denote with JF(y) the Jacobian matrix associated with F and evaluated at the point
y ∈ Rn, and suppose that y∗ ∈ Rn such that:

F(y∗) = 0 , (5.9)

has to be found. Newton’s method to solve problem (5.9) can be formulated as follows:

• Set y[0] to be the initial guess.

• Then for l = 0, 1, 2, . . .

1. Solve:
JF(y[l]) δy[l] = −F(y[l]) . (5.10)

2. Set:
y[l+1] = y[l] + δy[l] . (5.11)

Newton’s method presents an high sensitivity on the choice of the initial guess, and
proves to be quadratically convergent if y[0] is sufficiently close to y∗ and the Jacobian
matrix is non-singular [74, Theorem 7.1]. Of course, in practical implementations a
suitable approximation of y∗ is obtained terminating the iterative process on the base
of some stopping criteria which involve the control of either the functional residual or
the solution increment.

By-pass technique At each step of Newton’s method two functional evaluations (JF

and F) and the solution of a linear system are performed. These operations require
a computational effort that can be excessively high as the number of unknowns gets
large. For this reason several modifications to the usual algorithm, involving an approx-
imation of the Jacobian or an inexact solution of system (5.10), have been proposed
to improve computational efficiency. When the complete system of non-linear equa-
tions (5.9) can be assembled via a per element inspection, a technique of particular
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5.2 Solution of non-linear algebraic equation systems

interest is the so called by-pass technique. Consider, for the sake of simplicity, a system
of the form:

F(y∗) =
M∑
m=1

AmFm(ATmy∗) = 0 , (5.12)

where Am is a suitable incidence matrix. Under this assumption the quantities ap-
pearing in (5.10) can be constructed as:

JF(y[l]) =
M∑
m=1

AmJm(ATmy[l]) ,

F(y[l]) =
M∑
m=1

AmFm(ATmy[l]) .

(5.13)

Denoting with τ the required accuracy on the Newton’s method, then the by-pass
technique [94] is based on the assumption that if the following inequality holds for a
generic element:

‖ATmy[l+1] −ATmy[l]‖ ≤ τ ‖ATmy[l+1]‖ , (5.14)

its Jacobian and residual contributions are maintained passing from the l-th step to
the (l + 1)-th step:

Jm(ATmy[l+1]) := Jm(ATmy[l]) ,

Fm(ATmy[l+1]) := Fm(ATmy[l]) .
(5.15)

In this way for each element satisfying (5.14) two functional evaluations are avoided at
each iteration step. Notice that dividing the elements in the two set for which (5.14)
hold or hold not, then it is possible to interpret by-pass technique as an adaptive multi-
rate approach. The main difference when compared to usual multi-rate is that in this
case the partitioning among “latent” and “active” part is done on a per element basis,
rather than directly on nodal variables. In fact at each Newton’s step the method can
be written as:(

Ml∑
m=1

AmJm(ATmy[l]) +
Ml+Ma∑
m=Ml+1

AmJm(ATmy[l])

)
δy[l] =

−

(
Ml∑
m=1

AmFm(ATmy[l]) +
Ml+Ma∑
m=Ml+1

AmFm(ATmy[l])

)
,

(5.16)

where Ma denotes the number of active elements, whose contributions are actually
evaluated, while Ml denotes the number of latent elements, whose contributions are
maintained from the previous Newton’s iteration.

Application to the discretized electro-thermal system Before proceeding with the
application of the numerical scheme described so far to the discretized electro-thermal
system, it is necessary to point out that the content of the remaining part of this
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5 Numerical solution of the coupled system

section and of the whole Section 5.3 requires a good knowledge of the usual algorithmic
structure adopted in transient circuit simulation softwares. The reader interested in a
gentle introduction to this topic can refer to [42, Chapter 1]. That being said, in order
to apply Newton’s method to system (5.7), define the following residuals:

F[l]
m := J̃(k)

m (ATmn[l], r[l]
m) + b(k)

m ,

G[l]
m := Q̃(k)

m (ATmn[l], r[l]
m) + c(k)

m ,
(5.17)

and the corresponding Jacobians:

J[l]
m,n :=

∂J̃(k)
m

∂ATmn

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n[l]

, J[l]
m,r :=

∂J̃(k)
m

∂rm

∣∣∣∣∣
rm=r

[l]
m

,

Q[l]
m,n :=

∂Q̃(k)
m

∂ATmn

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n[l]

, Q[l]
m,r :=

∂Q̃(k)
m

∂rm

∣∣∣∣∣
rm=r

[l]
m

.

(5.18)

With this notation introduced, the l-th Newton’s iteration reads:[
M∑
m=1

AmJ[l]
m,n

]
δn[l] +

[
M∑
m=1

AmJ[l]
m,r δr

[l]
m

]
= −

M∑
m=1

AmF[l]
m ,

Q[l]
m,nATm δn

[l] + Q[l]
m,r δr

[l]
m = −G[l]

m m = 1, . . . ,M.

(5.19)

As anticipated in Chapter 2, the possibility to assemble on a per-element basis the
complete set of equations stemming from the coupled electro-thermal model remains
also at the discrete level. In fact from the discussion carried out above it is possible to
sketch the structure most commonly adopted in the design of a software package for
transient circuit simulation. To implement the algorithm outlined so far a program
must contain three basic components:

1. a time-stepper responsible for time-step selection and for computing the coeffi-
cients αj and βj of the time discretization

2. a non-linear solver responsible for solving, at each time-step, system (5.7) by
iteratively assembling and solving the linear system (5.19),

3. a set of element evaluators that provide the non-linear solver with the local Jaco-
bian matrices and residuals needed to assemble the linear system corresponding
to each Newton iteration.

These local contributions are commonly referred to as stamps and are feasible to be
represented in a table-like format:

ATmn rm

KCL J[l]
m,n J[l]

m,r F[l]
m ,

CR Q[l]
m,n Q[l]

m,r G[l]
m ,
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5.3 Evaluation of the thermal element

where the acronym CR stands for “constitutive relations”. The application of by-pass
technique can be also formalized resorting to the stamp notation. In this case, during
each element evaluation, the following steps are performed:

• If the inequalities:

‖ATmn[l+1] −ATmn[l]‖ ≤ τ‖ATmn[l+1]‖ , ‖r[l+1]
m − r[l]

m‖ ≤ τ‖r[l+1]
m ‖ , (5.20)

hold, then it is assumed:

J[l+1]
m,n := J[l]

m,n , J[l+1]
m,r := J[l]

m,r , F[l+1]
m := F[l]

m ,

Q[l+1]
m,n := Q[l]

m,n , Q[l+1]
m,r := Q[l]

m,r , G[l+1]
m := G[l]

m .

(5.21)

• Otherwise the Jacobian and residual contributions are computed as specified in
the element evaluator.

5.3 Evaluation of the thermal element

To conclude the chapter, the construction of the thermal element stamp is discussed.
Assuming the thermal element to be the M -th element of the system, the nodal vari-
ables associated with it read:

ATMn = θ = [θ1, . . . , θK+1]T , (5.22)

where K is the number of thermally active regions, θk (k = 1, . . . ,K) are the mean
temperatures over these regions and θK+1 represents the environment temperature.
Introducing the power density vector:

p = [p1, . . . , pK ]T , (5.23)

and the vector of the nT unknowns stemming from the space discretization of the
distributed temperature field T (x, t):

T =
[
TC ,T1, . . . ,TK

]T
, (5.24)

then the set of the thermal element internal variables reads:

rM =
[
p
T

]
. (5.25)

The particular structure of T in (5.24) arise from a space discretization via the patches
of finite element method defined in Chapter 4. Notice that, even though the following
discussion will remain essentially the same in the case of multiple patch layers, for the
sake of simplicity only a single level of patches is assumed here. Defining:

Ω ∈ RK+1×K such that Ω :=


|Ω1| · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · |ΩK |
−|Ω1| · · · −|ΩK |

 , (5.26)
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5 Numerical solution of the coupled system

then it is possible to provide an explicit formulation for the stamp entries referring to
KCL:

J[l]
M,n ∈ RK+1×K+1 with J[l]

M,n :=
[
0
]
,

J[l]
M,r ∈ RK+1×K+nT with J[l]

M,r :=
[
Ω 0

]
,

F[l]
M ∈ RK+1 with F[l]

M := Ω p[l] .

(5.27)

The definition of the entries referring to the thermal element constitutive relations is a
bit more involved. Assume {φj , j = 1, . . . , nT } to represent the full basis set associated
with the space discretized vector T and define:

Mθ ∈ RK×K+1 with Mθ :=

1 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
... 0

0 · · · 1 0

 ,

MT ∈ RK×nT with [MT]ij :=
1
|Ωi|

(φj ,1Ωi) .

(5.28)

The discretized version of relation (2.20) linking junction temperatures to the dis-
tributed temperature field reads then:

Mθθ −MTT = 0 . (5.29)

Lastly the discretization of the PDE describing heat-diffusion has to be considered.
Denote with:

B ∈ RnT×K+1 with B :=

0 · · · 0 b1
...

. . .
...

...
0 · · · 0 bnT

 ,

P ∈ RnT×K with [P ]ij := (1Ωj , φi) ,

(5.30)

the matrices accounting respectively for boundary conditions and for heat generation.
Notice that only the last column of B may have non-zero entries, as boundary con-
ditions depend only on the environment temperature. Assume finally A and C to be
the stiffness and mass matrix stemming from patches of finite element method (for
more insight on the construction of these matrices the interested reader is referred to
Chapter 4). 3 The space discretized formulation of heat-diffusion equation reads then:

CṪ +AT + Pp +Bθ = 0 . (5.31)

3Not to unnecessarily involve the notation, heat-diffusion it is assumed here to be properly described
by a linear PDE. However, the extension of the following to the non-linear case implies only
different evaluations of mass and stiffness matrix depending on vector T.
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5.3 Evaluation of the thermal element

Applying the multi-step time discretization (5.2) with constant stepsize to (5.30)
and (5.31) it is possible to write the Jacobian contributions as:

Q[l]
M,n ∈ RK+nT×K+1 with Q[l]

M,n :=
[
Mθ

hβ0B

]
,

Q[l]
M,r ∈ RK+nT×K+nT with Q[l]

M,r :=
[

0 MT

hβ0P (α0C + hβ0A)

]
,

(5.32)

while defining:

g(k) =
p∑
j=1

αjCT(k−j) + h

p∑
j=1

βj
(
AT(k−j) + Pp(k−j) +Bθ(k−j)

)
, (5.33)

gives the following expression for the residual G[l]
M ∈ RK+nT :

G[l]
M = −

[
0

hβ0Bθ
[l] + hβ0Pp[l] + (α0C + hβ0A)T[l] + g(k)

]
. (5.34)

Schur-complement evaluation of the thermal element The thermal element evalu-
ator described in the previous paragraph provides the non-linear solver with a sparse
stamp, due to the fact that a PDE is used to describe heat-diffusion (see Chapter 6 or
Chapter 7 for sparsity patterns examples). This feature is however not always desired.
In fact many industrial circuit simulators, though allowing for a sparse structure of
the global matrix in system (5.19), permit only a dense representation of the indi-
vidual stamps. In this case, to effectively employ the thermal element and avoid a
dramatic fill-in in the global matrix [74, Chapter 4], a different strategy than the one
presented above should be employed. One possibility is in this sense to resort to a
Schur-complement evaluation of the thermal element.

Taking into account the linear thermal element discussed above, then it is possible
to write its contribution to the non-linear system (5.7) in a compact notation as:[

Bθθ Bθr

Brθ Brr

][
θ(tk)

rM (tk)

]
+

[
0

g(k)

]
=

[
J̃(k)
M (ATMn, rM ) + b(k)

M

0

]
, (5.35)

with:

Bθθ ∈ RK+1×K+1 with Bθθ :=
[
0
]
,

Bθr ∈ RK+1×K+nT with Bθr :=
[
Ω 0

]
,

Brθ ∈ RK+nT×K+1 with Brθ :=
[
Mθ

hβ0B

]
,

Brr ∈ RK+nT×K+nT with Brr :=
[

0 MT

hβ0P (α0C + hβ0A)

]
.

(5.36)
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Brr can be shown to be invertible by the arguments of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3,
so that:

rM (tk) = −B−1
rr (Brθθ(tk) + g(k)) . (5.37)

Substituting (5.37) into the first line of (5.35) reads:

(Bθθ −BθrB
−1
rr Brθ)θ(tk)−BθrB

−1
rr g(k) = J̃(k)

M (ATMn, rM ) + b(k)
M . (5.38)

It is now evident how a dense Jacobian contribution:

J[l]
M,n ∈ RK+1×K+1 with J[l]

M,n := (Bθθ −BθrB
−1
rr Brθ) , (5.39)

of size (K + 1)× (K + 1) and a residual contribution:

F[l]
M ∈ RK+1 with F[l]

M := J[l]
M,n θ

[l] −BθrB
−1
rr g(k) , (5.40)

of size (K+ 1)× 1 can be provided by the thermal element evaluator to the non-linear
solver, regardless of the number of mesh nodes. Differently from the sparse stamp
approach, this one requires the ability to solve a linear system during the element
evaluation phase. An efficient implementation can turn this constraint into an advan-
tage if specialized solvers are used for the heat-diffusion equation. In the last case, in
fact, the PDE part of the thermal element is treated in an optimal way, while a sparse
stamp would have left all the computational burden onto the circuit solver, which is
indeed optimized for MNA-like equations.

Chapter summary In this chapter a suitable algorithm to approximate numerically
the model established in Part I and analyzed in Part II has been proposed. A general
multi-step method was employed to time discretize the system, while Newton’s method
was used to solve the resulting non-linear algebraic equations. The stamp associated
with the novel thermal element was discussed in details and two approaches returning
respectively a sparse and a dense Jacobian contribution were presented. Numerical
examples to validate the algorithm will be given in Part IV.
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Numerical validation
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6
CMOS inverter

As a preliminary validation of the method proposed in the thesis, results obtained by its
application to a simple benchmark problem are presented in this chapter. Particular
attention is given to the reduced number of unknowns stemming from the patched
finite element method, if compared to a standard approach, and to the natural way in
which mutual heating is taken into account by the method. Notice that in this and
in the following chapter a simple backward Euler scheme is adopted to time-discretize
the coupled system.

6.1 Description of the circuit

Consider the CMOS-inverter circuit represented in Figure 6.1. This circuit constitutes
the basic building-block of the whole digital electronics. Its logical behavior is that of
the NOT function, i.e. an high output corresponds to a low input and vice-versa. It can
be noticed that the electro-thermal schematic consists of two MOS-FETs (denoted by
M3 and M4), two DC voltage source (denoted by V1 and V6), an input voltage source
(denoted by V2) and a distributed thermal element (denoted by T5).

The two MOS-FETs are modeled by a simplified version of the classic Shichman-
Hodges model [85] with an added temperature pin, as reported in [8]. The actual
parameters used in the simulations are copied in Table 6.1. The impact of temperature

W/L µ0 θ0 Vth rd Cgb Cgd Cgs Csb Cdb

nMOS 5 1e5 300 .1 1e6 1e−11 1e−12 1e−12 1e−12 1e−12
pMOS 5 1e5 300 −.1 1e6 1e−11 1e−12 1e−12 1e−12 1e−12

Table (6.1): Parameters of the simplified Shichman-Hodges MOS-FET models em-
ployed in the simulation. Notice that the employed parameters are aca-
demic and not derived from technological considerations.
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6 CMOS inverter

Figure (6.1): CMOS-inverter electro-thermal network. Inside the thermal element the
2D mesh used for the approximation of heat diffusion on a distributed
domain is shown. Notice that θ4 is the junction temperature referring
to the p-channel MOS-FET M3, while θ5 is the one referring to the n-
channel MOS-FET M4. Finally θ6 refers to the environment temperature.

is represented by a temperature dependent carrier mobility:

µ(θ) = µ0

(
θ

θ0

)−3/2

, (6.1)

where µ denotes the electron mobility for the n-channel transistor M4 and the hole
mobility for the p-channel transistor M3 and µ0 is the value of µ at the reference
temperature θ0. The total dissipated Joule-power is given by the simple expression:

P = idsvds , (6.2)

where ids denotes the current flowing in the controlled current source appearing in
the transistor model and vds is the drain-to-source-voltage. Notice that (6.2) fits
the assumptions made in Section 3.3 as P depends on node potentials and junction
temperatures.

The thermally active regions on the IC substrate (blue meshes in Figure 6.1) are
taken to roughly correspond to the channel region of the transistors. Figure 6.2 and
Figure 6.3 show respectively a standard conforming triangulation and a patched tri-
angulation of the 2D layout. It can be seen that, while maintaining the same mesh
refinement in the channel regions, the patched mesh greatly reduces the number of
unknowns. The adopted thermal element is supposed to be linear with constant co-
efficients. The corresponding parameters are given in Table 6.2, while a plot of the
thermal element stamp sparsity-pattern is provided in Figure 6.4.

It should be noticed that the values used for this simulation are not meant to mimic
any type of existing technology. The only purpose of this academic example is to show
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6.2 Simulation results

ĉv κ̂ ĉ α̂

1.5e−6 1.5e−6 1 1e1

Table (6.2): Thermal element parameters employed in the simulation of the CMOS-
inverter circuit. Notice that the employed parameters are academic and
not derived from technological considerations.

the merits of the approach proposed in the thesis on a relatively simple problem. A
more complex application will be treated then in Chapter 7.

6.2 Simulation results

A transient simulation of the response of the circuit to a 1 kHz sinusoidal input signal is
performed [20,21]. The plot in Figure 6.5 shows the voltage waveforms and the corre-
sponding values of the device temperatures. As is expected the junction temperatures
θ4 and θ5 are close to the ambient temperature value θ6 = 300K when the output is
either in the ON or in the OFF state, as in such situation only small leakage currents
flow in the devices, while the current flowing during the ON-to-OFF or OFF-to-ON
transitions generates a relatively more significant heating. Figure 6.6 depicts the tem-
perature distribution in the IC substrate at different instants during an OFF-to-ON
transition. It can be noted that the heat produced mainly by the p-channel device
(above), diffuses through the substrate and affects the n-channel device (below).

Chapter summary An application of the algorithm depicted in Part III to a simple
CMOS inverter circuit has been shown. Particular attention has been given to the
reduced number of unknowns stemming from the patched finite element method, and
to the way in which electrical and thermal variables interact in the coupled system.
In the next chapter an application to a more realistic benchmark will be provided.
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Figure (6.2): Globally conforming triangulation of 2D chip-layout: 1052 nodes, 2066
elements and 1052 unknowns.
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Figure (6.3): Patched triangulation of 2D chip-layout: 339 nodes, 550 elements and
237 unknowns.
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Figure (6.4): Thermal element stamp sparsity pattern. Notice that the usage of a PDE
in the thermal element constitutive relations produces an highly sparse
stamp contribution to the overall system.
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Figure (6.5): Node voltages and junction temperatures plotted against time for two peri-
ods of an input sine voltage at the frequency of 1 kHz. A simple backward
Euler scheme was adopted to time discretize the coupled system.
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6 CMOS inverter

Figure (6.6): Subsequent snapshots of the distributed temperature field taken during
the first switching phase. Notice that the heat produced mainly by the
p-channel device (above), diffuses through the substrate and affects the
n-channel device (below)
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7
Power nMOS-FET

In this chapter the application of the method discussed in the thesis to a slight simplifi-
cation of an industrial n-channel MOS-FET designed for power application is proposed.
This problem, constituting a major step toward a real industrial test-case, is chosen
because of the regularity of its layout that easily permits to show an important char-
acteristic of the method, i.e. the possibility to replicate a fine mesh associated with a
thermally active area at different positions in the die. This feature gives the possibility,
in an industrial implementation, to create a library of electro-thermal devices in which
a pre-computed mesh of their active region is included, diminishing the computational
effort and possibly permitting a performance gain if an optimization of the relative
device placement is to be performed.

7.1 Description of the device

As a second benchmark a simplification of the MOS-FET described in [11] is taken
into account. This device is a vertical n-channel MOS-FET, mainly used for power
applications (e.g lighting or high-frequency dc-dc converter). A sketch of its cross-
section is shown in Figure 7.1. As it can be seen, the technology employed for its
fabrication exploits only one metal layer (source contact) and one polysilicon layer
(gate interconnects). The drain contact, not visible in Figure 7.1, is placed at the
bottom of the die. To avoid the turn-on of the parasitic npn bipolar transistor, the
source is short circuited to the body via the source metal layer.

A simplified layout of the device is shown in Figure 7.2, where several elementary
transistors cells are connected in parallel to permit an high current handling capability.
The active device regions are organized in rows, due to the fabrication technology, and
the external signal is transmitted to each elementary cell through the polysilicon gate
interconnects. Source metal covers almost all the device surface. The only exceptions
are constituted by the regions of the gate metal fingers and of the external gate metal :
here the metal layer is used to create low-resistance gate connections to overcome the
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poor conductivity of the polysilicon layer. Anyhow, as space has to be left toward the
center to allow connection of the source bond wires, these fingers cannot extend from
the upper to the lower part of the layout. Some elementary cells are thus left without
a direct metal connection causing an higher delay as the gate signal has to reach the
basic cells passing through the polysilicon layer.

In [11] a distributed electrical network, which allowed to observe local maxima in
the current density distribution, was introduced to model the nMOS-FET. The main
idea was to exploit the concepts employed for high frequency modeling of microstrips
to describe the electrical behavior of polysilicon and metal interconnects of a power
device. Hence the layout design information is used to generate a lumped-element
distributed circuit model feasible to be analyzed by any spice-like circuit simulator.
The resulting netlist has a hierarchical and scalable structure based upon three basic
building blocks, representing respectively:

1. metal over passive area,

2. polysilicon over passive area,

3. polysilicon over active area.

For a thorough description of the model the interested reader is referred to [11]. In [44]
the model proposed in [11] is extended to account for the self-heating of the cells, still
the dependence of the electrical characteristics of each cell on the dissipated power
remains purely local. The non-locality introduced in our model by the distributed
thermal element provides a further extension as it allows to account for mutual-heating
effects previously neglected [22].

7.2 Simulation results

A transient simulation of the turn-off switching of the device is performed to test the
proposed method. The set-up employed to investigate its characteristics is reported
in Figure 7.3. The input voltage waveform is a step function going from 10V to 0V at
t = 3× 10−9 sec.

The electrical behavior of the power n-channel MOS-FET is described by the same
lumped-element distributed approach presented in [11], the only difference being in the
complexity of the active cell model. In fact a simplified Shichman-Hodges model with
an added temperature pin (introduced in Chapter 6) is employed here to describe the
elementary transistor cells. Notice that the parameter values used in the following,
though fitted to provide realistic results, do not stem from any existing technology.
The electrical network is scaled to contain 24× 24 active cells and 6 metal fingers, as
shown in [11, Figure 1(b)]. The values used for each of the basic cells are gathered in
Table 7.1, while the parameters of the Shichman-Hodges model are given in Table 7.2.

A picture of the mesh underlying the distributed thermal element is reported in
Figure 7.4: a coarse grid covers the 4mm × 4mm die, while a fine one is replicated at
each active region position. The model employed to describe heat diffusion is supposed
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DrainBody
Source

Source metal

Poly-silicon gate

Figure (7.1): Sketch of the cross-section of the power n-channel MOS-FET. Notice that
only one metal layer and one polysilicon layer are employed during the
fabrication process. The drain contact is placed at the bottom of the die.

Active Devices
External gate

metal

Poly-silicon

Gate metal
finger

Gate pad

Source contact
Gate metal

finger

Poly-silicon

Figure (7.2): Schematic layout of the power n-channel MOS-FET. Several active cells
are connected in parallel to achieve the required current handling capa-
bility. The external gate signal reaches every cell passing through metal
fingers (low resistance) or polysilicon interconnects (high resistance).
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R (series) L (series) R (ground) C (ground)

Metal (passive) 1e1 1e−15 1e12 1e−13
PolySi (passive) 1e2 1e−6 1e12 1e−12
PolySi (active) 1e2 1e−6 - -

Table (7.1): Basic cell parameters employed in the simulation of the n-channel MOS-
FET turn-off transient. See [11] for more details.

W/L µ0 θ0 Vth rd Cgb Cgd Cgs Csb Cdb

2.2 1e6 300 .5 1e9 1e−12 1e−15 1e−15 1e−15 1e−15

Table (7.2): Parameters of the simplified Shichman-Hodges MOS-FET model used to
describe the behavior of each active cell. Notice that the employed param-
eters are academic and not derived from technological considerations.

to be linear with constant coefficients (see Table 7.3). Finally the sparsity pattern of
the thermal element stamp is given in Figure 7.5.

In Figure 7.6 the total dissipated power and the mean temperature of the device
are plotted against time during a turn-off transient. As expected to a lowering of the
power corresponds a cooling of the device; however these two effects exhibit differ-
ent relaxation times. The power densities and junction temperatures of the cells are
shown respectively in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 for six different time-points defined
in Figure 7.6. It can be clearly seen a delay in the propagation of the signal from the
gate-pad in the lower part of the die to the single cells, and the presence of an hot-spot
in the central upper part of the die for t = t2 and t = t3. Moreover the presence of
a non-negligible temperature gradient over the device area is detected at times t = t1
and t = t2. Furthermore the different spatial distribution of heat density and temper-
ature are an indication that non-local effects may not be negligible in estimating the
device performance.

Chapter summary The algorithm presented in Part III was here applied to a real-
istic benchmark. The possibility to replicate a fine mesh associated with a particular

ĉv κ̂ ĉ α̂

1e−4 2e−2 1e3 4e4

Table (7.3): Parameters of the thermal element employed in the simulation of the power
n-channel MOS-FET turn-off. Notice that the employed parameters are
academic and not derived from technological considerations.
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lumped device at different positions in the die was stressed. As a last remark it should
be noticed that the implementation of the method in an industrial environment would
provide a final practical validation. In this case a study of the trade-off between mesh
refinement and solution accuracy would be of great interest, as well as a comparison
against measurement data. Toward this aim a work is on-going to implement the
algorithm in TITAN (Infineon circuit simulator).
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VG = 10V 0V

power
MOS-FET

Figure (7.3): Circuit used to simulate the turn-off switching of the power n-channel
MOS-FET. The input signal switches at t = 3× 10−9 sec.
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Figure (7.4): Non-conforming meshes for the whole CHIP and the basic cells. The
nMOS-FET model is here scaled to 576 active cells. A coarse grid (in
red) covers the 4mm × 4mm die, while a fine one (in blue) is replicated
at each active region position.
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Figure (7.5): Sparsity pattern of the thermal element stamp. As noted in the previous
chapter, the usage of a PDE in the thermal element constitutive relations
produces an highly sparse stamp contribution to the overall system.
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Figure (7.6): Total dissipated power and mean temperature plotted against time for a
turn-off transient. The sampled points refer to the snapshots presented in
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. A simple backward Euler scheme was adopted
to time discretize the coupled system.
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Figure (7.7): Snapshots of the active cell power densities at the time points t1, t2, t3,
t4, t5, and t6 defined in Figure 7.6. Notice that, due to the academic
nature of the problem data, only the qualitative behavior of the solution
is of interest here.
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Figure (7.8): Snapshots of the active cell junction temperatures at the time points t1, t2,
t3, t4, t5, and t6 defined in Figure 7.6. Notice that, due to the academic
nature of the problem data, only the qualitative behavior of the solution
is of interest here.
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A
Graph theory

Further details on graph theory can be found in [28].

A.1 Basic definitions

Definition A.1 (Graph, Directed graph). A pair of sets V and E is called graph if
it satisfies:

E ⊆ V × V, (A.1)

The elements of V are called nodes or vertices of the graph, while the elements of E
are called branches or edges. The graph will be denoted with G = (V,E). If branches
are given an orientation, then the graph is said to be directed.

Definition A.2 (Path, Connected graph). A non empty graph P = (V,E) is called a
path if it is of the form:

V = {x0, x1, . . . , xk} , E = {x0x1, x1x2, . . . , xk−1xk}, (A.2)

x0 and xk will be referred as the ending nodes of the path, while x1, . . . , xk−1 as the
inner nodes. If a non-empty graph is such that any two of its nodes can be linked by a
path, then the graph is said to be connected, otherwise unconnected.

Definition A.3 (Cycle / Loop). Given a path P = (V,E) with k ≥ 3 we call:

C := (V,E′) (A.3)

a cycle if E′ := E + {xkx0}.

Definition A.4 (Cutset). A set of branches F ⊂ E of a connected graph G = (V,E)
is called a cutset if:

• removing all the branches f ∈ F from G leads to an unconnected graph.
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• removing all the branches f ∈ F but one from G leaves the graph connected.

Definition A.5 (Incidence matrix). Given a directed graph with n nodes and m
branches, a matrix A ∈ Rn×m is called incidence matrix of the graph if:

aij =


+1 if branch j leaves node i,
−1 if branch j enters node i,
0 otherwise.

(A.4)

Notice that the matrix A is not a full-rank matrix by construction. To obtain a
full-rank matrix a row must be eliminated from A. It is common practice in circuit
modeling to neglect the row corresponding to the ground node. The matrix obtained
in this way is called reduced incidence matrix.

A.2 Kirchhoff’s laws

Kirchhoff’s voltage law and Kirchhoff’s current law can also be expressed in terms of
graph notions [15]:

Statement A.1 (Kirchhoff’s voltage law). The algebraic sum of voltage drops around
any cycle of the circuit graph is always zero, i.e.:

ATe = v , (A.5)

where A is the incidence matrix of the graph, e the node voltage vector and v the
voltage drops vector.

Statement A.2 (Kirchhoff’s current law). The algebraic sum of branch currents
traversing each cutset of the circuit graph is always zero. As a particular case we
find:

Aj = 0 , (A.6)

where A is the incidence matrix of the graph and j is the branch current vector.

Note that e are quantities living on circuit graph nodes, while j and v are quantities
living on graph branches.
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DAE theory

The general form of a DAE system can be expressed as:

F
(
dx
dt
,x, t

)
= 0, (B.1)

where:
F : Rn×Rn×R→ Rn, (B.2)

and ∂yF(y,x, t) is singular. Constituting a generalization to ODEs concept, DAEs
behavior mainly differs in two points:

1. some components of the solution may be determined by constraints, so that
initial values must be chosen consistently,

2. some part of the DAE may require additional smoothness, i.e. it must be differ-
entiable a sufficient number of time.

To categorize in a precise manner the “distance” of a given DAE system to an ODE
system various index concepts have been introduced in literature.

B.1 Linear DAEs with constant coefficients: Kronecker
index

A linear DAE system with constant coefficients has the form:

Aẋ(t) +Bx(t) = f(t), (B.3)

with A,B ∈ Rn×n.
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Theorem B.1 (Kronecker form). If A and B form a regular matrix pencil [51], then
there exist non-singular matrices U and V such that:

UAV =
[
I 0
0 N

]
, UBV =

[
C 0
0 I

]
. (B.4)

N is nilpotent of index µ, due to the way it is constructed.

Definition B.1 (Kronecker index). If A and B in (B.3) form a regular matrix pencil,
then the Kronecker index of the corresponding DAE is said to be 0 if A is invertible,
and µ otherwise.

B.2 Extension of index concepts to non-linear DAEs

The Kronecker index concept presented for linear DAEs with constant coefficients can
be generalized to a wide variety of concepts when treating the case of a non-linear
DAE of the form (B.1).

Definition B.2 (Differentiation index [37,38]). Suppose µ is the minimum number of
analytical differentiations:

F
(
dx
dt
,x, t

)
= 0 ,

d

dt
F
(
dx
dt
,x, t

)
= 0 , . . . ,

dµ

dtµ
F
(
dx
dt
,x, t

)
= 0 , (B.5)

such that it is possible to extract an explicit ODE system from the the set of equa-
tions (B.5). Then µ is said to be the differentiation (or differential) index of sys-
tem (B.1).

Definition B.3 (Perturbation index [51]). Equation (B.1) has perturbation index µ
along a solution x on a closed interval I = [0, T ] if µ is the smallest integer such that
for functions x̂ having a (sufficiently small) defect:

F
(
dx̂
dt
, x̂, t

)
= δ(t) , (B.6)

there exists on I an estimate:

‖x̂(t)− x(t)‖ ≤ C

(
‖x̂(0)− x(0)‖+

µ∑
α=1

max
t∈(0,T )

∥∥δα−1(t)
∥∥) . (B.7)

In [47] it is proved that differentiation and perturbation index are always equal for
DAE systems stemming from MNA, while in [29] it is proved that differentiation and
tractability index coincide and that, under certain assumptions, an electrical circuit
cannot exceed index two.
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PDE theory

C.1 Function spaces

Definition C.1 (Lp(Ω) spaces). Let Ω ⊂ Rd be an open set, d ≥ 1, and consider in
Ω the Lebesgue measure. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ it is possible to define the sets of measurable
functions:

Lp(Ω) :=
{
u measurable |

∫
Ω

|u(x)|pdx <∞
}

1 ≤ p <∞,

Lp(Ω) :=
{
u measurable | ess supx∈Ω |u(x)| <∞

}
p =∞.

(C.1)

The space Lp(Ω) is a Banach space if endowed with the norm:

‖u‖Lp(Ω) :=
(∫

Ω

|u(x)|pdx
) 1
p

1 ≤ p <∞,

‖u‖L∞(Ω) := ess supx∈Ω |u(x)| p =∞.

(C.2)

Furthermore the space L2(Ω) is an Hilbert space, endowed with the scalar product:

(u, v)L2(Ω) :=
∫

Ω

u(x)v(x)dx. (C.3)

Further details on Lebesgue spaces can be found in [78, Chapter 3].

Definition C.2 (Sobolev spaces). Let k be a non-negative integer and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞.
Then it is possible to define the Sobolev space:

W k,p(Ω) := {u ∈ Lp(Ω) | Dαu ∈ Lp(Ω) for |α| < k}, (C.4)

where α is a non-negative multi-index defined as in [75, Chapter 1, pag.6]
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The space W k,p(Ω) is a Banach space if endowed with the norm:

‖u‖Wk,p(Ω) :=

 ∑
|α|≤k

‖Dαu‖pLp(Ω)


1
p

1 ≤ p <∞,

‖u‖Wk,p(Ω) := ess supα≤k ‖Dαu‖L∞(Ω) p =∞.

(C.5)

The associated seminorm will be denoted with |u|Wk,p(Ω). When p = 2 the Sobolev
space W k,2(Ω) is indeed an Hilbert space, usually denoted as Hk(Ω). The correspond-
ing scalar product results to be:

(u, v)Hk(Ω) :=
∑
|α|≤k

(Dαu,Dαv)L2(Ω). (C.6)

It will be useful in the following to define:

H1
0(Ω) := {v ∈ H1(Ω) | v = 0 on ∂Ω} ⊂ H1(Ω) . (C.7)

A thorough treatment of Sobolev spaces and their properties (including a mathemat-
ically sound definition of the trace space H1/2(Ω)) can be found in [1].

C.2 Variational formulation of elliptic problems

In the following a variational formulation is derived for the model problem:

L T (x) = f(x) in Ω,

T (x) + α
∂ T (x)
∂ nL

= g(x) on ∂Ω,
(C.8)

where f(x) ∈ L2(Ω), α ≥ 0 and the elliptic operator:

LT (x) := −
d∑

i,j=1

Di

[
κij(x)DjT (x)

]
+ c(x)T (x), (C.9)

was defined in Section 3.1. A deeper treatment of the subject can be found in [30].

Homogeneous Dirichlet BC In this case it is assumed that g ≡ 0 and α = 0. Defining
then the bilinear form:

a(T, v) :=
∫

Ω

( d∑
i,j=1

κij(x) DjT Div
)
dx +

∫
Ω

c(x) T v dx, (C.10)

as in (3.4), the weak formulation of (C.8) reads:

find T ∈ H1
0(Ω) : a(T, v) = (f, v)L2(Ω) ∀v ∈ H1

0(Ω). (C.11)
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Non-homogeneous Dirichlet BC This is the case for α = 0 but g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω) 6= 0.
A possible way to analyze the problem is presented in [75, Chapter 6, pag. 166]. The
function g is extended in the whole Ω. Denote with g̃ this extension and assume:

T = T̃ + g̃ . (C.12)

Then T̃ ∈ H1
0(Ω) and:

a(T, v) = a(T̃ + g̃, v) = (f, v)L2(Ω) . (C.13)

Moving all the known terms to the right hand-side, the equivalent homogeneous prob-
lem for T̃ is obtained:

find T̃ ∈ H1
0(Ω) : a(T̃ , v) = (f, v)L2(Ω) − a(g̃, v) ∀v ∈ H1

0(Ω). (C.14)

This problem can be solved as in the previous case. Notice that the requirement:

g ∈ H1/2(∂Ω) ,

is the weakest one ensuring the well posedness of (C.14) (for the definition of the space
H1/2(∂Ω) see [1, Chapter 7]).

Robin BC The last case of interest for the thesis, is when α > 0 and g ∈ L2(∂Ω). In
this case a variational formulation of the problem reads:

find T ∈ H1(Ω) : a(T, v) +
1
α

(T, v)L2(∂Ω) = (f, v)L2(Ω) +
1
α

(g, v)L2(∂Ω) ∀v ∈ H1(Ω).

(C.15)
Again, the requirement g ∈ L2(∂Ω) is the weakest one ensuring the well posedness
of (C.15).
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D
Resolution of diffusion-reaction equation layers

Diffusion-reaction equations with non-smooth coefficients can possibly exhibit thin in-
ternal and boundary layers where the solution varies rapidly. This could be the case,
for instance, of the PDE used in Chapter 2 to describe heat diffusion at the system level
if the distributed thermal capacitance or diffusivity result to be discontinuous. Layer
resolving methods for this type of problems in one dimension are either based on fit-
ted difference operators or on fitted meshes. Among those of the latter class, methods
based on Shishkin-type meshes [31] are especially attractive because of their simplic-
ity. Their applicability to multidimensional problems is, though, constrained by the
difficulty of generating structured conforming meshes for general domain geometries.

In the following a novel numerical method to resolve internal and boundary layers
is devised, based on the same mesh structure presented in Chapter 4. This gives the
possibility to reduce the requirements on mesh generation software when strong local
refinement is needed to capture features of the solution that appear on different scales.
To validate the proposed algorithm numerical results on a problem, which can be seen
as a 2D extension of the problem derived in [25], are presented.

D.1 Model problem exhibiting internal layers

Assume the open bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd (d = 1, 2) to be partitioned into two
subdomains Ω1,Ω2 such that:

Ω1 ∩ Ω2 ≡ ∅ ,

Ω̄1 ∪ Ω̄2 ≡ Ω̄ .
(D.1)

Define the internal interface to be:

Γ := Ω \ (Ω1 ∪ Ω2) . (D.2)
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Let the external boundary be defined as:

∂Ω ≡ ΓN ∪ ΓD , (D.3)

with the Neumann and Dirichlet part satisfying the requirements:

ΓN ∩ ΓD ≡ ∅ ,
ΓD ∩ Ω1 6= ∅ ,
ΓD ∩ Ω2 6= ∅ .

(D.4)

The model problem considered in the following reads:
−div σ(u) + ru = f in Ω \ Γ ,

σ(u) = εκi∇u, κi > 0 in Ωi i = 1, 2 ,

u|ΓD = gD, σ(u) · n|ΓN = 0 ,

(D.5)

where the reaction term r and the right hand side f are defined as:

r =

{
r1 ≥ β > 0 in Ω1 ,

r2 ≡ 0 in Ω2 ,
f =

{
f1 in Ω1 ,

f2 in Ω2 .
(D.6)

Furthermore the constraint that u and the component of σ(u) along the direction
normal to Γ be continuous over all Γ holds. In (D.5) ε > 0 is a small perturbation
parameter, n denotes the outward unit normal to ∂Ω and ni the outward unit normal
to ∂Ωi. For the sake of simplicity and to prevent the appearance of boundary layers
occurring in u we impose the further boundary condition:

gD|ΓD∩∂Ω1
=
f

r

∣∣∣∣
ΓD∩∂Ω1

. (D.7)

D.2 Solution decomposition

Problem (D.5) can be restated in a multidomain formulation introducing:

−div σ(vi) + rivi = fi in Ωi i = 1, 2,

vi|ΓD∩∂Ωi
= gD|ΓD∩∂Ωi

, σ(vi) · ni|ΓN∩∂Ωi
= 0 ,

vi|Γ =
f1

r1

∣∣∣∣
Γ

=: gΓ ,

(D.8)

and:  −div σ(w1) + r1w1 = 0 , in Ω1,

w1|∂Ω1∩ΓD
= 0 , σ(w1) · np|∂Ωp∩ΓN

= 0 ,
(D.9)
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{ −div σ(w2) = 0 , in Ω2,

w2|∂Ω2∩ΓD
= 0 , σ(w2) · n2|∂Ω2∩ΓN

= 0 ,
(D.10)

Furthermore the following conditions at the internal interface are required:
∑
i=1,2

(σ(vi) + σ(wi)) · ni|Γ = 0 ,

w1|Γ = w2|Γ =: wΓ .

(D.11)

The solution u of (D.5) is related to vi, wi by:

u|Ωi = vi + wi , i = 1, 2 ,

u|Γ = gΓ + wΓ ,
(D.12)

The case where d = 1 is of particular interest. In this case Ω reduces to an interval
(a, b) ⊂ R and without loss of generality we can assume a = 0, b = 1. Furthermore Γ
will be a single point in R s.t. 0 < Γ < 1 thus:

Ω1 ≡ (0,Γ) ,

Ω2 ≡ (Γ, 1) .
(D.13)

Assume finally that:

∂Ω ≡ ΓD ≡ {0, 1} , ΓN ≡ ∅ , gD(0) =
f(0)
gD(0)

. (D.14)

Following the arguments in [25] it is possible to state the following:

Lemma D.1. Let d = 1 and k be an integer satisfying 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. Then the solution
u of the problem (D.8)-(D.12) satisfies the pointwise bounds

∣∣∣∣dkv1

dxk
(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C + Cε1− k2 e−(Γ−x)

√
β/ε, ∀x ∈ Ω1

∣∣∣∣dkv2

dxk
(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C, ∀x ∈ Ω2



∣∣∣∣dkw1

dxk
(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cε− k2 e−(Γ−x)

√
β/ε, ∀x ∈ Ω1

∣∣∣∣dkw2

dxk
(x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C, ∀x ∈ Ω2

where C is a constant independent of ε.

Notice that the term w1 in (D.12) is negligible at a distance to the left of Γ, which is
proportional to

√
ε.
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D Resolution of diffusion-reaction equation layers

D.3 Discretization of the model problem

To construct a parameter-uniform numerical method [31] the quantity τε, which rep-
resents the width of the interior layer, is introduced. Define the interior layer region
as the subdomain:

Ωp(τε) :=
{
x ∈ Ω1, |min

y∈Γ
|x− y| ≤ τε

}
. (D.15)

Following very closely the presentation of [56] the following spaces are introduced:
Si ≡

{
u ∈ H1(Ωi)| u|∂Ωi∩ΓD

= g|∂Ωi∩ΓD
, u|Γ = gΓ

}
,

Vi ≡
{
u ∈ H1(Ωi)| u|(∂Ωi∩ΓD)∪Γ = 0

}
,

i = 1, 2


Z2 ≡

{
u ∈ H1(Ω2)| u|∂Ω2∩ΓD

= 0
}
,

Zp ≡
{
u ∈ H1(Ωp)| u|∂Ωp\(ΓN∪Γ) = 0

}
,

Vp ≡
{
u ∈ H1(Ωp)| u|∂Ωp\ΓN = 0

}
.

(D.16)

Let T hi (i = 1, 2, p) indicate a quasi-uniform, conforming triangulation [75, Chapter 3]
of Ωi and:

Shi ⊂ Si i = 1, 2,

Vhi ⊂ Vi i = 1, 2, p,

Zhi ⊂ Zi i = 2, p,

(D.17)

be continuous finite element spaces consisting of functions that are linear on each
element of T hi . Away from Γ it is not required any correspondence between the nodes of
T hp and those of T h1 . For sake of simplicity, though, it is assumed for the triangulations
T hi to be constructed in such a way that T h1 ∪T h2 be a globally conforming triangulation
of Ω and T hp ∪T h2 be a globally conforming triangulation of Ωp ∪Ω2, so that the mesh
nodes located on the interface Γ are the same in all three meshes (see Figure D.1). A
consequence of this assumption is that the traces on Γ of the functions in any of the sets
Zhi and Shi all belong to the same space Th; the functions in Th are piece-wise linear
functions defined on Γ. The discretization of problem (D.8), (D.9), (D.10), (D.11) asks
for finding:

vhi ∈ Shi i = 1, 2 ,

wh1 ∈ Zhp ,

wh2 ∈ Zh2 ,

ΦhΓ,i,Ψ
h
Γ,i ∈ Th i = 1, 2 ,

(D.18)
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D.3 Discretization of the model problem

such that:
Bi(ν, vhi ) = Li(ν) ∀ν in Vhi ,

Bi(ν, v) = (∇ν, σ(v))Ωi + (ν, rv)Ωi − (ν,ΦhΓ,i)Γ

Li(ν) = (ν, f)Ωi ,

i = 1, 2, (D.19)

{
Ap(ν, wh1 ) = 0 ∀ν in Vhp ,

Ap(ν, w) = (∇ν, σ(w))Ωp + (ν, rw)Ωp − (ν,Ψh
Γ,1)Γ ,

(D.20)

{
A2(ν, wh2 ) = 0 ∀ν in Vh2 ,

A2(ν, w) = (∇ν, σ(w))Ω2 − (ν,ΨΓ,2)Γ ,
(D.21)


∑
i=1,2

(ν,ΦΓ,i + ΨΓ,i)Γ = 0, ∀ν ∈ Th ,

wh1
∣∣
Γ

= wh2
∣∣
Γ
.

(D.22)

The solution to the initial problem results to be:

uh
∣∣
Ω1\Ωp

= vh1
∣∣
Ω1\Ωp

,

uh
∣∣
Ω2

= vh2
∣∣
Ω2

+ wh2
∣∣
Ω2

,

uh
∣∣
Ωp

= vh1
∣∣
Ωp

+ wh1
∣∣
Ωp

.

(D.23)

The associated algebraic problem consists in solving the following sequence of linear
systems:{

B1
IIv

1
I = f1

I −B1
IΓgΓ

B2
IIv

2
I = f2

I −B2
IΓgΓ

,

 Φ1 = f1
Γ −B1

ΓIv
1
I −B1

ΓΓgΓ

Φ2 = f2
Γ −B2

ΓIv
2
I −B2

ΓΓgΓ

, (D.24)

 ApII ApIΓ 0
ApΓI ApΓΓ +A2

ΓΓ A2
ΓI

0 A2
IΓ A2

II

 wp
I

wΓ

w2
I

 =

 0
−
(
Φ1 + Φ2

)
0

 (D.25)

Where the subscript I indicates the degrees of freedom relative to internal mesh nodes
while the subscript Γ denotes degrees of freedom relative to the internal nodes.

To complete the definition of the discretization algorithm a formula for τε needs
to be prescribed. To this end, let us again focus our attention on the case d = 1
and assume Ω ≡ (0, 1) as in the previous paragraph. In such a case, if the standard
lumping technique is adopted for the matrices corresponding to the zero-order terms
in (D.19)-(D.21), the algebraic equations in (D.24)-(D.25) become identical to those
that would arise in a Centered Finite Difference discretization. Using the methods of
analysis in [23,25], one can establish the following:
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D Resolution of diffusion-reaction equation layers

Figure (D.1): Computational domain and mesh for the test case of Example D.1. The
number of mesh points is N = 117, while the adopted diffusion coefficient
is ε = 1.5 × 10−3. Finally the width of the interior layer results to be
τε = 9.16× 10−2.

Theorem D.1. Let d = 1 and τε := min
{
d, 2

√
ε1
β lnN

}
. Then:

‖u− uh‖∞ ≤ C
lnN
N

, ‖uh′ − u′‖∞,Ω\Ωp ≤
lnN
N

,
√
ε‖uh′ − u′‖∞,Ωp ≤ C

(lnN)2

N
,

where C is a constant independent of ε and of the number of mesh points N .

Although the bounds in Theorem D.1 have only been established in the case of d = 1,
the numerical results in Example D.1 suggest that similar error estimates may also
hold for d = 2.

Example D.1 (2D diffusion-reaction equation exhibiting an internal layer). As a test
case a problem with d = 2 in the domain pictured in Figure D.1 is considered, where:

r1 = f1 = 1 inΩ1 ,

r2 = f2 = 0 inΩ2 ,

gD = 1 onΓD ∩ Ω1 ,

gD = 0 onΓD ∩ Ω2 .

(D.26)
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D.3 Discretization of the model problem

Figure D.2(a) and Figure D.2(b) show the solution of the test problem as computed
by the algorithm of Section D.3 and by a standard piece-wise linear finite element
discretization on a single quasi-uniform triangulation over the whole domain Ω, re-
spectively. By comparing the plots in Figure D.3(a) and Figure D.3(b) one may notice
that, while the error produced by the standard approximation has a non-trivial depen-
dence on both the number of degrees of freedom N and on the singular perturbation
parameter ε, for the algorithm proposed here the error, at least for small enough ε is
a function of N alone.
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D Resolution of diffusion-reaction equation layers

(a) Computed solution of the test problem for ε = 1.5 × 10−3 and N = 456 with the
algorithm described in Section D.3. Note that in Ωp both the solution u and the regular
component v1 are shown.

(b) Computed solution u of the test problem of Example D.1 for ε = 1.5×10−3 and N = 456
with standard finite element, on a quasi-uniform mesh.

Figure (D.2): Computed solutions of the test problem of Example D.1.
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D.3 Discretization of the model problem
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(a) Relative error in the flux Q computed by the algorithm of Sec-
tion D.3
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(b) Relative error in the flux Q computed on a quasi-uniform mesh

Figure (D.3): Relative error in the flux Q for the test problem in Example D.1.
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Summary

The last few CMOS technology generations exhibit a clear trend towards an increase in
power consumption, strongly correlated to the decrease in the feature sizes imposed by
pure geometrical scaling. It is foreseen that this trend will be further exacerbated in the
near future, with industry approaching the theoretical limits of CMOS scaling. In fact
all the technological solutions developed to maintain the same rate of improvements in
circuit performance share the side-effect of a greater thermal insulation in the produced
SoC or SiP, thus posing major heat dissipation problems. An accurate electro-thermal
analysis is predicted to become a key factor to a reliable and cost-effective design and
thus CAD tools are required to provide dependable means to simulate coupled electro-
thermal effects. To this end, a new strategy to perform electro-thermal simulations at
the system level is proposed in the thesis.

As a high-degree of integration inside the design flow is a major industry require-
ment, the mathematical model underlying the proposed approach was derived to fit
the usual MNA structure. In fact, exploiting the similarities in the physical descrip-
tion of electrical current-flow and heat power-flow, heat diffusion at the system level is
accounted for by a novel thermal element, embedding a 2D/3D diffusion-reaction PDE
in its constitutive relations. The geometry upon which the PDE is casted is feasible
to be defined on the base of available layout or package information, permitting thus
to automate the extraction procedure inside an industrial environment. Coupling to
the electrical network is then obtained by enforcing instantaneous energy conserva-
tion. The overall PDAE system is then formulated with a non-standard element-wise
notation, which proves to be better suited to stress the hierarchical assembly structure
adopted in actual implementations of MNA.

Analytical considerations are then provided in the case of a linear thermal element
driven by external independent sources. Theorems proving existence and uniqueness
of the solution are given either for the elliptic case and for the parabolic case. Besides
their theoretical nature, these new results hold also a practical importance as they
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provide a validation of a possible implementation of the thermal element in either
admittance or conductance form. Finally the well posedness of a particular type of
coupled electro-thermal system is also proved.

The numerical approximation of the thermal element model requires an efficient
handling of spatial multi-scale issues. To this end two methods employing unstructured
non-nested grids are presented. The first one (Chapter 4) is a particular finite element
approach, firstly introduced by Wagner et al. (patches of finite element method). The
original contribution of the thesis is in this case constituted by an extension of the
method to cope with an arbitrary hierarchy of domains. A suitable formalism is devised
to properly describe this extension, and a-priori bounds reflecting the asymptotic rate
of convergence are provided. The second one (Appendix D) is a novel method to resolve
internal layers in the case of reaction-dominant PDEs. The approach is introduced and
analyzed on a 1D model problem, and then a sound extension to 2D case and complex
geometry is provided with an illustrative example. A complete characterization of the
thermal element stamp, obtained employing the first of the two methods, is then given.

Finally, the approach proposed in the thesis is tested on two numerical examples.
The first one is a simple CMOS-inverter circuit, while the second one is a more realistic
problem derived from the distributed lumped-element description of a power device. In
both examples it is possible to see the reduced number of unknowns stemming from the
patched finite element method (if compared to a standard finite element approach),
and the natural way in which mutual heating is accounted for by the method proposed
in the thesis. Furthermore, the power device example shows the possibility for the
patched finite element method to associate a fine mesh with each thermally active
device and deploy it at different positions in the die, providing thus a considerable
gain during the mesh generation phase.

The results achieved in the thesis motivate further investigations in either theo-
retical and applied directions. From the modeling perspective a major improvement
would be given by a suitable modification of the method to allow for the coupling
with other refined description of physical phenomena (e.g. distributed description of
semiconductor devices and transmission lines behaviors). From the analytical point
of view a desirable contribution would be the extension of the theorems appearing in
Chapter 3 to the non-linear case. Regarding the numerical discretization of the model
two issues (out of the scope of the present research) are of major concern, namely the
extension of the patched finite element method to account for advection fields and the
development of a suitable multi-rate scheme to improve efficiency in the case largely
different time-scales appear in the model. Lastly, the implementation of the method in
an industrial environment to test its practical applicability on real designs will provide
a final engineering validation. With this respect a work is on-going to integrate the
thermal element inside TITAN (circuit simulator of Infineon AG).
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